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Abstract
In ongoing and upcoming hadron collider experiments, top quark physics will play an important rôle
in testing the Standard Model and its possible extensions. In this work we present analytic results for
the differential cross sections of top quark pair production in hadronic collisions at next-to-leading order
in the QCD coupling, keeping the full dependence on the spinsof the top quarks. These results are
combined with the corresponding next-to-leading order results for the decay of polarized top quarks into
dilepton, lepton plus jets, and all jets final states. As an application we predict double differential angular
distributions which are due to the QCD-induced top quark spin correlations in the intermediate state. In
addition to the analytic results, we give numerical resultsin terms of fit functions that can easily be used
in an experimental analysis.
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I. Introduction

A large number of top quarks will be produced at the Fermilab Tevatron and at the CERN Large Hadron
Collider (LHC). This makes the exploration of the interactions of these quarks one of the main physics
issues at these facilities. Top quark spin phenomena are expected to play an important rôle in these
efforts: the spin-polarization and spin-correlation phenomena reflect in detail the interactions involved
in top quark production and decay, thus give an opportunity for precise tests of these interactions. In
contrast to light quarks the top quark polarization/correlation effects are not washed out by hadronization.
This is because these quarks are extremely short-lived and thus decay weakly before hadronization can
take place [1].
As far as theoretical predictions on top quark pair production are concerned, the cross sections for spin-
averaged top quark pair production have been known for quitesome time to next-to-leading order (NLO)
in QCD [2, 3, 4, 5]. The NLO results were refined later by resummation of soft gluon and threshold
logarithms; see Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9], and the review Ref. [10] and references therein. As to top quark spin
phenomena at hadron colliders there exists an extensive literature on theoretical investigations within the
standard model (SM) [11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19] and beyond [20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,
31,32]. Yet the precision of these analyses — in particular within the SM — must be increased for the
data samples that will be recorded at the Tevatron and at the LHC to be fully explored.
In this paper we study hadronic top quark pair production anddecay at NLO QCD by taking the spin of
the top and antitop quarks into account. In particular we present the differential cross sections to order
α3

s, describing thett̄ +X production in a general spin configuration. Short reports onparts of this work
were given in Refs. [33,34,35].
The theoretical description of top quark pair production inproton–proton and proton–antiproton col-
lisions at next-to-leading order in the QCD coupling involves the following parton reactions: quark–
antiquark annihilation

q+ q̄! t + t̄; (I.1)

q+ q̄! t + t̄+g; (I.2)

which is the dominant production mechanism at the Tevatron,gluon–gluon fusion

g+g! t + t̄; (I.3)

g+g! t + t̄+g; (I.4)

which dominates at the LHC, and
g+q! t + t̄ +q; (I.5)

g+ q̄! t + t̄ + q̄; (I.6)

which gives, in general, only a tiny correction.
As mentioned earlier the top quarks decay before they can form hadronic bound states. To construct
realistic observables, the decays of the top and antitop quarks have to be taken into account. We consider
the SM decays of polarized (anti)top quarks both into semileptonic and non-leptonic final states, taking
into account the orderαs QCD corrections [36,37]. The main SM top decay modes at that order are:

t ! bW! b`ν`(g);bqq̄0(g) (I.7)
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whereqq̄0 = ud̄;cs̄. A complete next-to-leading order QCD analysis of top quarkproductionanddecay
thus involves the parton reactions

gg;qq̄
tt̄�! bb̄+4 f ; (I.8)

gg;qq̄
tt̄�! bb̄+4 f +g; (I.9)

g+q(q̄) tt̄�! bb̄+4 f +q(q̄); (I.10)

where f = q; `;ν`. In view of the fact that the total widthΓt of the top quark is much smaller than its
mass,Γt=mt =O(1%), one may expand the amplitudes of the reactions Eqs. (I.8)–(I.10) around the poles
of the unstable top and antitop quarks, which corresponds toan expansion in powers ofΓt=mt . Only the
leading term of this expansion, i.e. the residue of the double poles, is considered here. In this framework
the radiative corrections to Eq. (I.8) can be classified intoso-called factorizable and non-factorizable
corrections — and, likewise, the contributions to the squared matrix elements of Eq. (I.9). We compute
the factorizable corrections in the narrow width approximation Γt=mt ! 0. In this approximation the
squared matrix elementjM j2 of the respective reaction is of the formjM j2 ∝ Tr [ρRρ̄℄ = ρα0αRαα0;ββ0ρ̄β0β: (I.11)

HereR denotes the density matrix that describes the production ofon-shell top quark pairs in a specific
spin configuration by one of the six reactions Eqs. (I.1)–(I.6). The matricesρ; ρ̄ are the density matrices
describing the decay of polarized top and antitop quarks into specific final states. The subscripts in
Eq. (I.11) denote the top and antitop spin indices. Both the production and decay density matrices are
gauge invariant. The production density matrices are determined from the NLO results for the reactions
Eq. (I.1)–Eq. (I.6). The decay density matrices are derivedfrom the results for the reactions shown in
Eq. (I.7).
With these building blocks the factorizable NLO QCD corrections to top quark pair production and decay
can be computed, keeping the full information on the spin configuration of the intermediatett̄ state. As
far as applications of these results are concerned, our primary aim in this paper is the study of final-state
angular correlations of the top quark and antiquark decay products, which reflect the spin properties of
the top and antitop quarks. For this purpose we consider the following channels:

pp̄; pp ! tt̄ +X ! `+` 0�+X; (I.12)

pp̄; pp ! tt̄ +X ! `+ j2+X; (I.13)

pp̄; pp ! tt̄ +X ! j1 ` 0�+X ; (I.14)

pp̄; pp ! tt̄ +X ! j1 j2+X; (I.15)

where`= e;µ;τ; and j1; j2 denote jets originating from top and antitop decays. For these final states we
study the following distributions at NLO in the couplingαs:

i. The double distributions

1
σ

dσ
dcosθ1dcosθ2

= 1
4
(1+B1cosθ1+B2cosθ2�Ccosθ1cosθ2) ; (I.16)

whereσ denotes the cross section for the channel under consideration. Hereθ1 (θ2) describes the
angle between the direction of flight of the lepton`+ or jet j1 (` 0� or j2) in thet (t̄) rest frame and
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a reference direction̂a (b̂). In particular we will discuss three specific choices for the reference
directionsâ; b̂ which allow a simple physical interpretation.

ii. The opening angle distributions

1
σ

dσ
dcosϕ

= 1
2
(1�Dcosϕ) ; (I.17)

whereϕ denotes the angle between the direction of flight of the lepton `+ (or jet j1) and of` 0� (or
j2), defined in thet or t̄ rest frames, respectively.

The functional forms of the r.h.s. of Eqs. (I.16) and (I.17) hold if no kinematic cuts are applied and will
be derived in Section VI.
The results presented in this work are definite predictions of QCD. Specifically, comparison of our results
for the above distributions with future measurements will allow for detailed investigations of top quark
production and decay dynamics.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the differential cross sections for the 2! 2
processes Eq. (I.1) and Eq. (I.3) to orderα3

s. In Section III we treat the real gluon radiation Eq. (I.2),
Eq. (I.4) and theqg (q̄g) fusion processes. In particular, we compute the differential cross sections in
the soft and collinear limits and perform the mass factorization. In Section IV we discuss the QCD-
induced top and antitop spin effects at NLO, and we treat the issue of constructing infrared and collinear
safet; t̄ spin observables at the parton level. Specifically, we compute, for all relevant parton reactions
i ! tt̄X, the expectation values of four different spin observables. These observables correspond to
different choices of the directionsâ, b̂ used to define the angles in Eq. (I.16). We also show that the spin
observables have a simple interpretation as double spin asymmetries with respect to a given quantization
axis. The spin observables serve as one building block for the calculation of the distributions Eq. (I.16),
Eq. (I.17). The other building blocks are given in Section V:these are the one-particle inclusive angular
distributions of the semileptonic [36] and non-leptonic [37] decays of polarized top quarks and antiquarks
to orderαs. In Section VI we show that the functional form of the distributions (I.16), (I.17) is indeed
as given in (I.16), (I.17). In addition we give NLO formulae for the coefficients C and D defined in
Eq. (I.16) and Eq. (I.17). We further investigate the important question of whether the distributions
Eqs. (I.16), (I.17) are affected by non-factorizable QCD corrections. In particular we show, using the
results of Refs. [38,39,40,41,42], that the non-factorizable corrections at orderα3

s do not contribute to
Eqs. (I.16), (I.17). In Section VII we present our NLO predictions for these distributions for the dilepton,
for the lepton+jet, and for the jet+jet decay channels, bothat the Tevatron and the LHC. Section VIII
contains our conclusions. Appendix A contains a collectionof one-loop integrals that appear in the
virtual corrections to the squared matrix elements ofqq̄! tt̄ andgg! tt̄, which are given in Appendices
B and C, respectively. In Appendix D we give the amplitudes for the processes Eqs. (I.2), (I.4), (I.5),
and (I.6), for arbitrary spins of thet and t̄ and arbitrary helicities of the massless partons. Appendix
E contains fit functions for the NLO results for the expectation values of the four spin observables
computed in Section IV.
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II. One-loop QCD corrections to qq̄ annihilation and to gg fusion

In this section we present the differential cross sections of the parton processes

q(p1)+ q̄(p2)! t(k1;st)+ t̄(k2; s̄t) ; (II.1)

g(p1)+g(p2)! t(k1;st)+ t̄(k2; s̄t) : (II.2)

at NLO inαs. Herep1, p2, k1, andk2 denote the parton momenta, and the vectorsst , s̄t , with

s2
t = s2

t̄ =�1 and k1 �st = k2 � s̄t = 0; (II.3)

describe the spin of the top and antitop quarks. All quarks but the top quark are taken to be massless.
The top quark mass is denoted bym. In the calculation of the radiative corrections, ultraviolet as well
as soft/collinear singularities are encountered. The singularities are regulated by using dimensional
regularization. We keep the spin vectors in 4 dimensions. Note that no scheme dependence is introduced
in this way, in particular no ‘γ5 problem’ arises. This is because the cancellation of the UV singularities
is independent of the external spin state and the soft/collinear singularities are cancelled in a universal
way.
In the (anti)top rest frame, the spin of the (anti)top is described by a unit vector̂st (ŝ̄t). We define thet
(t̄) rest frame by a rotation-free Lorentz boost from the zero momentum frame of thett̄ quarks (tt̄-ZMF).
In this frame (k1+k2)µ = �q(k1+k2)2;0;0;0�: (II.4)

As we will see in Section IV, choosing this frame simplifies the definition of infrared and collinear safe
observables at the parton level. For the 2! 2 processes Eqs. (II.1) and (II.2), thett̄-ZMF coincides
with the centre-of-mass frame of the initial partons. Note that in principle thett̄-ZMF is only defined
up to an arbitrary rotation. One can resolve this, for instance, as done in an experiment where the
direction of one of the initial hadron beams is chosen asz-axis and one orthogonal direction asx-axis.
After having measured the 4-momenta of thet andt̄ in this laboratory frame, thett̄-ZMF can be defined
unambiguously by a rotation-free boost. The observables that we consider in Sections IV and VI are
actually the same for any choice of thett̄-ZMF.
In thett̄-ZMF we have

sµ
t = �

k � ŝt

m
; ŝt + k(k � ŝt)

m(m+E)� ; (II.5)

sµ
t̄ = ��k � ŝ̄t

m
; ŝ̄t + k(k � ŝ̄t)

m(m+E)� ; (II.6)

whereE andk are the energy and the 3-momentum of the top quark in thett̄-ZMF.
In d = 4�2ε dimensions the Born+virtual parts of the cross sections of the processes Eqs. (II.1), (II.2)
are, to orderα3

s, of the following form:

dσi(st ; s̄t) = dσi
B+dσi

V = 1
2ŝ

ΦidΓ2
�jM i

Bj2+M �i
B M i

V +M �i
V M i

B

� ; (II.7)
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wherei = qq̄;gg, andŝ= (p1+ p2)2. The factors

Φqq̄ = 1
4N2 ; Φgg= 1(N2�1)2(d�2)2 (II.8)

arise from averaging over the colours (N = 3) and spins of the initial partons. The 2-particle phase-space
measure is denoted bydΓ2, M i

B are the Born amplitudes andM i
V those of the virtual corrections. As

indicated earlier, Eq. (II.7) still contains soft and collinear singularities regulated in the framework of
conventional dimensional regularization. The productionspin density matricesRi that enter the formula
(I.11) are obtained from the identity

dσi(st ; s̄t) = 1
2ŝ

ΦidΓ2
1
4

Tr
�
Ri(1l+ ŝt � τ)
 (1l+ ŝ̄t � τ)� ; (II.9)

whereτi are the Pauli matrices.

II.1. Born matrix elements

II.1.1. qq̄ initial states

For the sake of fixing our notation, we present the squared Born matrix element for the reaction (II.1) in
two ways, which prove useful in the presentation of the virtual, soft, and collinear contributions to the
cross sections.
The squared Born matrix element readsjM qq̄

B j2 = 4π2α2
s(N2�1)nAqq̄

0 +Cqq̄
µν sµ

t sν
t̄

o ; (II.10)

where
Aqq̄

0 = 2�β2�1�y2��2ε : (II.11)

Here

β =r
1� 4m2

ŝ
; (II.12)

andy is the cosine of the scattering angle in thett̄-ZMF, i.e. y = p̂ � k̂, wherep̂ is the direction of the
initial quark (or one of the gluons in the case ofgg fusion) in that frame. The spin-dependent term can
be decomposed as follows:

C
qq̄
µν sµ

t sν
t̄ = Cqq̄

0 (st � s̄t)+Dqq̄
0

h(p1 �st)(p1 � s̄t)+(p2 �st)(p2 � s̄t)i+ Eqq̄
0 (p1 �st)(p2 � s̄t)+Fqq̄

0 (p2 �st)(p1 � s̄t); (II.13)

where

Cqq̄
0 = β2(1�y2)+2ε ;

Dqq̄
0 = �4

ŝ
ε;

Eqq̄
0 = �4

ŝ

n
1+βy+ ε

o;
Fqq̄

0 = �4
ŝ

n
1�βy+ ε

o : (II.14)
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In view of a compact presentation of the virtual correctionsdσqq̄
V (see Section II.2.1), it is useful to write

down the spin-dependent term in an alternative way. Definingthe two unit vectorŝu1; û2 which are
orthogonal to each other:

û1 = 1p
1�y2+ γ2y2

h�p1�y2 q̂� γy k̂
i ;

û2 = 1p
1�y2+ γ2y2

hp
1�y2 k̂� γyq̂

i ; (II.15)

whereq̂ = (p̂�yk̂)=p1�y2 andγ = E=m, we obtain

C
qq̄
µν sµ

t sν
t̄ = C̃

qq̄
i j ŝi

t ŝ
j
t̄ ; (II.16)

with

C̃
qq̄
i j = 1

3
e0δi j +�

û1iû1 j� 1
3

δi j

�
e1+�

û2iû2 j � 1
3

δi j

�
e2+(û1iû2 j + û2iû1 j)e3 ; (II.17)

and

e0 = Aqq̄
0 �4ε;

e1 = 2;
e2 = 2β2(1�y2);
e3 = 0: (II.18)

II.1.2. gg initial state

The squared Born matrix element is given byjM gg
B j2 = 2

h
N2(1+β2y2)�2

ijM̃ gg
B j2; (II.19)

where jM̃ gg
B j2 = 4π2α2

s(N2�1)
N(1�β2y2)2

n
Agg

0 +Cgg
0 (st � s̄t)+Dgg

0

h(p1 �st)(p1 � s̄t)+(p2 �st)(p2 � s̄t)i+ Egg
0 (p1 �st)(p2 � s̄t)+Egg

0 jy!�y(p2 �st)(p1 � s̄t)o ; (II.20)

and

Agg
0 = 1+2β2(1�y2)�β4

h
1+(1�y2)2

i+ ε
h(1+β2y2)2�4

i+2ε2(1�β2y2);
Cgg

0 = 1�2β2+β4
h
1+(1�y2)2

i� ε(1�β2y2)2�2ε2(1�β2y2);
Dgg

0 = 32εm2

ŝ2 ;
Egg

0 = 4(1+βy)
ŝ

n�β2(1�y2)+ ε(1�β2y2)+2ε2
o : (II.21)

The virtual correctionsdσgg
V do not simplify when using a decomposition similar to Eq. (II.16).
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II.2. Virtual corrections

We now give our results for the orderα3
s virtual corrections to the Born cross sections of Section II.1.

The ultraviolet singularities are removed by using theMS prescription for the QCD coupling and the
on-shell definition of the top mass. In the following,αs denotes the QCD coupling defined in theMS
scheme ofNf = 6 flavour QCD (5 massless and one massive quark),mdenotes the mass of the top quark
defined in the on-shell scheme, andµR is the renormalization scale. The renormalized differential cross
sectionsdσi

V still contain single and double poles inε = (4�d)=2 due to soft and collinear divergences,
which we collectively call infrared (IR) singularities in the following. These poles are removed after
including the contributions from soft gluon radiation and mass factorization. This will be done in the
next section.
The absorptive parts of the one-loop amplitudes induce small polarizations of thet andt̄ quarks orthogo-
nal to the 2! 2 scattering plane, i.e. thedσi

V contain also terms proportional toεi jl ŝi
t p̂

j k̂l andεi jl ŝi
t̄ p̂ j k̂l ,

which are ultraviolet- and infrared-finite at this order in the perturbative expansion. These terms were
computed in Refs. [43,44]. They do not contribute to the observables, which we investigate in Sections
IV and VI, so that we omit them in the following.

II.2.1. qq̄ initial states

The NLO virtual corrections as defined in Eq. (II.7) can be presented as follows:

dσqq̄
V = αs

π
Cεdσqq̄

B

��CF

ε2 + 1
ε

�� 5CF

2
+ 1+β2

4βN
ln(x)+ 2

N
ln

�
1+βy
1�βy

�+ CF ln

�
ŝ

m2

�+ N
2

ln

�(1�βy)2

1�β2

���+ 1
2ŝ

Φqq̄Fqq̄dΓ2 ; (II.22)

where

Cε = h4πµ2

m2

iε
e�εγE ; (II.23)

CF = (N2�1)=(2N), γE is the Euler constant,µ is an arbitrary mass scale, and

x= 1�β
1+β

: (II.24)

The IR-finite partFqq̄ is of the form

Fqq̄ = F1jM qq̄
B j2+4π2α2

s(N2�1)F2; (II.25)

with

F1 = αs

2π

n
2G+ ŝ

N
C0(p1; p2;0;0;0)+ N2�2

N
ŝ(1�βy)C0(�p1;k1;0;0;m)+ 2ŝ(1+βy)

N
C0(�p1;k2;0;0;m)+ ŝ(1+β2)

2N
C0(k1;k2;m;0;m)o: (II.26)
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The contributionG is the finite part of the sum of the gluon self-energy diagram (computed in the
Feynman gauge) and the counterterms:

G = 11N�2Nf

6
ln

�
µ2

R

m2

�+ N
6

�
5B0(k1+k2;0;0)+ 1

3

�� 1
3

�(Nf �1)B0(k1+k2;0;0)+�
1+ 2m2

ŝ

�
B0(k1+k2;m;m)� 1

3
Nf

� : (II.27)

The functionsC0; B0, which appear in Eqs. (II.26), (II.27), are defined in Appendix A. Omitting the
contributions from the absorptive parts, the termF2 can be decomposed as follows:

F2 = αs

π

h
Aqq̄

V + C̃V
i j ŝi

t ŝ
j
t̄

i : (II.28)

The 3�3 matrix C̃V
i j has the same structure as Eq. (II.17) with the coefficientsea being replaced byeV

a .

These coefficients andAqq̄
V are listed in Appendix B.

II.2.2. gg initial state

The one-loop contributions to the differential cross section of the gluon fusion reaction (II.2) are of the
following form:

dσgg
V = 1

2ŝ
Φgg

n
CεGgg+Hgg

o
dΓ2; (II.29)

where the IR-singular termGgg is given by

Ggg = αs

π

n
VAjM gg

B j2+ jM̃ gg
B j2hVB+VC+VCjy!�y

io ; (II.30)

with

VA = �N
ε2 � 1

ε
11N�2(Nf �1)

6
� 1

ε

�
CF �N ln

�
ŝ

m2

�� ;
VB = �1+β2

2Nβ
�
2+N2(1�β2y2)� ln(x)

ε
;

VC = N
2ε
�
N2(1+βy)2�4

�
ln

�(1�βy)2

1�β2

� : (II.31)

The infrared-finite part reads

Hgg = αs

π
ln

�
µ2

R

m2

�
11N�2Nf

6
jM gg

B j2+H1jM̃ gg
B j2+4π2α2

s(N2�1)H2; (II.32)

with

H1 = �αs

π
ŝ

�
C0(k1;k2;m;0;m)(1+β2)[2+N2(1�β2y2)℄

2N
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+ C0(p1; p2;0;0;0)N3�1+β2y2�+ C0(�p1;k1;0;0;m)N
2

�
4�N2(1+βy)2�(1�βy)+ C0(�p1;k2;0;0;m)N

2

�
4�N2(1�βy)2�(1+βy)�: (II.33)

The termH2 has the structure (here too, contributions from absorptiveparts are omitted)

H2 = αs

π

n
Agg

V +Cgg
V (st � s̄t)+Dgg

V

h(p1 �st)(p1 � s̄t)+(p2 �st)(p2 � s̄t)i+ Egg
V (p1 �st)(p2 � s̄t)+Egg

V jy!�y(p2 �st)(p1 � s̄t)o : (II.34)

The coefficientsAgg
V ; : : :;Egg

V are given in Appendix C.

III. Real gluon radiation and (anti)quark–gluon fusion

In this section we consider the reactions

q(p1)+ q̄(p2)! t(k1;st)+ t̄(k2; s̄t)+g(p3) ; (III.1)

g(p1)+g(p2)! t(k1;st)+ t̄(k2; s̄t)+g(p3) ; (III.2)

q(p1)+g(p2)! t(k1;st)+ t̄(k2; s̄t)+q(p3) ; (III.3)

q̄(p1)+g(p2)! t(k1;st)+ t̄(k2; s̄t)+ q̄(p3) : (III.4)

In order to deal with the IR divergences of the correspondinglowest order QCD cross sections, we
employ the phase-space slicing method: in the case of the reactions Eq. (III.1), Eq. (III.2), we divide
the phase-space into four regions, namely the region where the gluon is soft, the two regions where the
gluon is collinear (but not soft) to one of the initial-statemassless partons, and the complement of these
three regions, where all partons are ‘resolved’. The Born cross sections of the reactions in Eqs. (III.3)
and (III.4) develop collinear divergences but no soft ones.Thus, in this case, we split the phase-space
into the two regions where the outgoingq (q̄) becomes collinear to the incoming (anti)quark or gluon,
and the complement, which is the resolved region. For convenience we parametrize in this section the
3-parton phase space in terms of angles and momenta defined inthe c.m.s. of the initial partons.

III.1. Soft gluon cross sections

For the processes of Eqs. (III.1), and (III.2), we define the soft region by the requirement that the scaled
gluon energy in the c.m. frame of the initial partons,xg = 2Eg=pŝ, be smaller than some cut parameter
xmin, wherexmin � 1. That is, ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ gluon refers to the decomposition

1= Θ(xg�xmin)+Θ(xmin�xg) : (III.5)
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In the soft region we use the eikonal approximation for the matrix elementsM qq̄;g andM gg;g of Eqs. (III.1)
and (III.2), and the soft limit of thed-dimensional phase-space measure.
For quark–antiquark annihilation, we obtainjM qq̄;g

soft j2 = 4παsµ
2ε
��CF

h m2(k1 � p3)2 + m2(k2 � p3)2

i� 1
N

h k1 �k2(k1 � p3)(k2 � p3)+ p1 � p2(p1 � p3)(p2 � p3) � 2k1 � p2(k1 � p3)(p2 � p3) � 2k2 � p1(k2 � p3)(p1 � p3)i+ N2�2
N

h k1 � p1(k1 � p3)(p1 � p3) + k2 � p2(k2 � p3)(p2 � p3)i� jM qq̄
B j2 : (III.6)

HerejM qq̄
B j2 is thed-dimensional squared Born matrix element (II.10). Integrating the gluon momentum

p3 over the soft region we obtain

dσqq̄;g
soft = 1

2ŝ
Φqq̄dΓ2

Z jMqq̄;g
soft j2Θ(xmin�xg) dd�1p3(2π)d�12Eg= dσqq̄

B
αs

π
C̃ε

�
CF

ε2 + 1
ε

�
CF � 1+β2

4βN
ln(x)� 2

N
ln

�
1+βy
1�βy

�� N
2

ln

�(1�βy)2

1�β2

��� CF
π2

6
+ 1+β2

2Nβ

n
Li2(1�x)+ 1

4
ln2(x)o�CF

β
ln(x)� N

4
ln2(x)+ N2�2

2N
S(y)+ 1

N
S(�y)�; (III.7)

where

C̃ε = �
4πµ2

ŝ

�ε x�2ε
min

Γ(1� ε)
(III.8)

and

S(y) = 2Li2

��β(1�y)
1�β

��2Li2

��β(1+y)
1�βy

�+ ln2
�1�βy

1�β

�: (III.9)

Using again the eikonal approximation thed-dimensional softgg fusion matrix element squared takes
the formjM gg;g

soft j2 = 4παsNµ2ε
�h(N2�1)M2�M1�M12

ih p2 �k1(p2 � p3)(k1 � p3) + p1 �k2(p1 � p3)(k2 � p3)i+ h(N2�1)M1�M2�M12

ih p2 �k2(p2 � p3)(k2 � p3) + p1 �k1(p1 � p3)(k1 � p3)i+ N2
h
M1+M2

i p1 � p2(p1 � p3)(p2 � p3)
10



+ N2�1
2N2

h
M12� (N2�1)(M1+M2)ih m2(k1 � p3)2 + m2(k2 � p3)2

i+ 1
N2

h
M1+M2+(N2+1)M12

i k1 �k2(k1 � p3)(k2 � p3)� ; (III.10)

where

M1 = (1+βy)2jM̃ gg
B j2 ;

M2 = (1�βy)2jM̃ gg
B j2 ;

M12 = 2(1�β2y2)jM̃ gg
B j2 ; (III.11)

andjM̃ gg
B j2 is given in Section II.1.2. Integratingp3 over the soft region we obtain

dσgg;g
soft = 1

2ŝ
Φgg

αs

π
C̃ε

�
SAjM gg

B j2+ jM̃ gg
B j2hSB+SC+SCjy!�y

i�
dΓ2 ; (III.12)

where

SA = N
ε2 + CF

ε
� N

6
π2�CF

β
ln(x);

SB = 1+β2

2βN

�
N2(1�β2y2)+2

�� ln(x)
ε

�2Li2(1�x)� 1
2

ln2(x)�+ N
2

�
4�N2(1+β2y2)� ln2(x);

SC = N
2

�
4�N2(1+βy)2��1

ε
ln

�(1�βy)2

1�β2

��S(y)� : (III.13)

Adding the virtual and soft contributions, we obtain the following results for the remaining singular
contribution: h

dσqq̄
V +dσqq̄;g

soft

i
singular

= �αs

2π
CF

1
ε
[3+4 ln(xmin)℄dσqq̄

B ;�
dσgg

V +dσgg;g
soft

�
singular = �αs

2π
1
ε

�
11N�2(Nf �1)

3
+4N ln(xmin)�dσgg

B : (III.14)

III.2. Collinear contributions and mass factorization

The orderα3
s cross sections of the reactions Eqs. (III.1)–(III.4) develop collinear singularities when the

momentum of the outgoing massless parton becomes parallel to the momentum of the incoming massless
quark or gluon. We use, for convenience, the parameterxmin for characterizing the collinear regions in
phase-space, too. For Eqs. (III.1) and (III.2), we define thetwo collinear regions byfcosθ > (1�xmin)
andxg > xming andfcosθ < (�1+xmin) andxg > xming, whereθ is the angle between the gluon and one
of the initial partons in the c.m. frame of the initial partons. For Eqs. (III.3) and (III.4) the two collinear
regions are defined by cosθ > (1�xmin) and cosθ < (�1+xmin). Hereθ denotes the angle between the
outgoing massless (anti)quark and one of the initial partons.
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In these regions we use the collinear approximations for both the squared matrix element of the respective
reaction and the phase-space measure ind dimensions. We parametrizep3 = (1� z)pi + p?+O(p2?),
p0 = zpi� p?+O(p2?), p3 � p?= 0, wherepi = p1; p2 is the momentum of one of the initial partons,p3

is the momentum of the unobserved collinear outgoing parton, andp0 is the momentum of partoni after
collinear emission. The momentum fractionz varies in the intervalz2 [4m2=ŝ;1� δ℄, whereδ = xmin
for qq̄ and gg initial states, andδ = 0 for the gq(q̄) initial state. Integrating over the angles of the
parton with momentump3 in the collinear region, using the angular measure ind�1 spatial dimensions,
dΩd�1 = (1� cos2θ)�εdcosθdΩd�2, we obtain for the collinear contribution to the differential cross
sections:

dσqq̄;g
coll (z) =�αsCF

2π
Fε

1
ε

1+z2� ε(1�z)2

1�z

n
dσqq̄

B (zp1; p2)+dσqq̄
B (p1;zp2)odz; (III.15)

dσgg;g
coll (z) =�Nαs

π
Fε

1
ε

n 1
1�z

+ 1
z
�z2+z�2

on
dσgg

B (zp1; p2)+dσgg
B (p1;zp2)odz; (III.16)

dσgq
coll(z) = dσgq̄

coll(z) = �αs

2π
Fε

1
ε

n1
2

z2+(1�z)2� ε
1� ε

dσqq̄
B (p1;zp2)+ CF

1+(1�z)2� εz2

z
dσgg

B (zp1; p2)odz; (III.17)

where

Fε = h8πµ2

ŝ

iε x�ε
min(1�z)�2ε

Γ(1� ε) : (III.18)

The Born cross sections in Eqs. (III.15)–(III.17) are thosegiven in Section II.1. Thez-dependent terms
in front of thedσi

B, which appear in these equations are, as expected, proportional to thed-dimensional
Altarelli–Parisi splitting functionsPd

qq(z), Pd
gg(z), Pd

gq(z), andPd
qg(1�z). In Eqs. (III.15) and (III.16), the

integration over the momentum fractionzcan be performed using the relation

1�xminZ
4m2

ŝ

dz
g(z)(1�z)1+ε = 1Z

4m2
ŝ

dzg(z)h 1(1�z)+ �δ(1�z) ln(xmin)�ε
hln(1�z)

1�z

i++ 1
2

εδ(1�z) ln2(xmin)+O(ε2)i: (III.19)

The plus prescription defines distributions via[F(z)℄+ = lim
η!0

�
Θ(1�z�η)F(z)�δ(1�z�η)Z 1�η

0
F(y)dy

� ; (III.20)

so that ifg(z) is well-behaved atz= 1, thenZ 1

x
dz

g(z)(1�z)+ = Z 1

x

g(z)�g(1)
1�z

+g(1) ln(1�x); (III.21)Z 1

x
dz g(z)h ln(1�z)

1�z

i+ = Z 1

x

(g(z)�g(1)) ln(1�z)
1�z

+ g(1)
2

ln2(1�x): (III.22)
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Adding, in the case ofi = qq̄;gg, the soft and collinear contributions, the singularities proportional to
ln(xmin) cancel for infrared- and collinear-safe observables. The singularities, which remain indσi

V +
dσi;g

soft anddσi;g
coll, are removed by absorbing them into the unphysical bare parton density functions, i.e.

by renormalizing these functions at the factorization scale µF . At the level of the differential cross sec-
tions, this amounts to adding countertermsdσi

c being composed of mass factorization counterfunctions.
Finite Born cross sections forgqandgq̄ scattering are obtained in an analogous fashion. Performing the
mass factorization in theMS scheme, the counterterms read

dσqq̄
c (z) = 1

Γ(1� ε)�4πµ2

µ2
F

�ε
1
ε

αs

2π

h
Pqq(z)dσqq̄

B (zp1; p2)+Pq̄q̄(z)dσqq̄
B (p1;zp2)idz; (III.23)

dσgg
c (z) = 1

Γ(1� ε)�4πµ2

µ2
F

�ε
1
ε

αs

2π

h
Pgg(z)dσgg

B (zp1; p2)+Pgg(z)dσgg
B (p1;zp2)idz; (III.24)

dσgq
c (z) = 1

Γ(1� ε)�4πµ2

µ2
F

�ε
1
ε

αs

2π

h
Pgq(z)dσgg

B (zp1; p2)+Pqg(z)dσqq̄
B (p1;zp2)idz; (III.25)

anddσgq̄
c (z) = dσgq

c (z). The evolution kernels are given by [45,46,47,48,49]

Pgg(z) = δ(1�z)11N�2(Nf �1)
6

+2N
h z(1�z)+ + 1�z

z
+z(1�z)i; (III.26)

Pqq(z) = Pq̄q̄(z) =CF

h3
2

δ(1�z)+ 1+z2(1�z)+ i; (III.27)

Pgq(z) = Pgq̄(z) =CF
1+(1�z)2

z
; (III.28)

Pqg(z) = Pq̄g(z) = 1
2

h
z2+(1�z)2

i: (III.29)

III.3. Finite contributions

In the resolved regions the four differential cross sections dσi
res, respectively the corresponding produc-

tion density matricesRi
res for the final statestt̄+g, tt̄+q, tt̄+ q̄, are obtained from the helicity amplitudes

given in Appendix D according to formula (D.1). In the resolved regions no singularities arise and it is
thus possible to work ind = 4 dimensions.

IV. Parton level results for the final states t̄tX

Based on the results given in the previous sections we consider in this the inclusive parton reactions

i ! tt̄ X ; i = qq̄;gg;gq;gq̄ (IV.1)

at NLO. From the different contributionsdσi
B;dσi

V;dσi;g
soft, given in Sections II and III, we can extract the

corresponding density matrices using Eq. (II.9). Fordσi;g
coll anddσi

c an analogous formula holds. These

13



and the above-mentioned matricesRi
res have the following structure in the spin spaces of the top and

antitop quarks:(Ri)αα0;ββ0 = Aiδαα0δββ0 +Bi
ta(τa)αα0δββ0 +Bi

t̄aδαα0(τa)ββ0 + Ci
ab(τa)αα0(τb)ββ0 ; (IV.2)

whereτa are the Pauli matrices. The functionsAi determine the spin-averaged production cross section.
The functionsBi

ta andBi
t̄a are associated with a polarization of the top quarks and antiquarks. As men-

tioned earlier, parity invariance of QCD only allows top andantitop polarizations that are induced by
absorptive parts of the scattering amplitudes. To NLO QCD, the corresponding polarization is orthog-
onal to the 2! 2 scattering plane, i.e. theBi

t andBi
t̄ have no components in the scattering plane. The

functionsCi
ab encode the top–antitop spin-spin correlations. For a general decomposition of the 2! 2

density matrices and their classification with respect to discrete symmetries, see Ref. [25].
In the following we consider a general observableO that may depend on the spins and momenta of the
top and antitop quarks and is thus sensitive to the differentstructures shown in Eq. (IV.2). In particular
we study observables of the following form

O = 4(St � â)(St̄ � b̂) ; (IV.3)

which are sensitive to the correlationCi
ab. The top and antitop spin operators are given by

St = 1
2
(τ
1l) (IV.4)

and

St̄ = 1
2
(1l
 τ): (IV.5)

The unit vectorŝa and b̂ are arbitrary reference directions. The factor 4 in Eq. (IV.3) is introduced to
have a simple relation between the expectation values of theobservables defined in Eq. (IV.3) and double
spin asymmetries. At the parton level the following relation holds:

4h(St � â)(St̄ � b̂)ii = σi("")+σi(##)�σi("#)�σi(#")
σi("")+σi(##)+σi("#)+σi(#") : (IV.6)

The arrows on the right-hand side refer to the spin state of the top and antitop quarks with respect to the
quantization axeŝa andb̂. A prescription of how to construct the correlated top and antitop rest frames
in a unique way has to be given. At that point it is important tomake sure that the specific prescription is
soft and collinear-safe. To illustrate the problem, consider the top–antitop helicity correlation, in which
caseâ and b̂ are thet and t̄ directions of flight. An obvious frame in which these directions may be
defined is the c.m. frame of the initial partons. In fact, thisis how the helicity correlation at parton
level is usually defined in Born level calculations for hadron colliders. However, this frame can only be
constructed by a measurement of the 4-momenta of all final state particles/jets. In particular, at NLO
QCD, one needs to know, apart from the top and antitop momenta, also the momentum of the hard gluon
emitted in real radiation. Obviously, this information cannot be obtained if the gluon is collinear to one
of the initial partons. Thus the above definition of the helicity correlation is not collinear-safe and cannot
be applied beyond the leading order. This applies also to other observables involving the momenta of the
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top and antitop defined in the c.m. frame of the initial-statepartons. In the situation at hand, a suitable
frame is thett̄-ZMF defined in Section II. As discussed in Section II the top (anti)quark rest frame is then
defined through a rotation-free Lorentz boost. We study the following spin bases, which are relevant to
applications to the Tevatron and the LHC (see Sections VI andVII):

â=�b̂ = k̂; (helicity basis); (IV.7)

â= b̂ = p̂; (beam basis); (IV.8)

â= b̂ = d̂; (off-diagonal basis); (IV.9)

wherek̂ denotes the direction of flight of the top quark in thett̄-ZMF andp̂ is the direction of flight of
one of the colliding hadrons in that frame. The direction of the hadron beam can be identified to a very
good approximation with the direction of flight of one of the initial partons. Thus, at Born level, the
beam basiŝa= b̂ = p̂ coincides with the direction of flight̂p� of one of the initial partons in the c.m.
frame of the initial partons, and this vector is equal to the unit vector of one of the hadron beams in the
laboratory frame. The term ‘off-diagonal basis’ refers to axes with respect to which the spins of tops and
antitops produced byqq̄ annihilation are 100% (anti)correlated [19] to leading order inαs. (Forgg! tt̄
one can show that no spin basis with this property exists.) Weuse the definition:

d̂ = �p̂+(1� γ)(p̂ � k̂)k̂q
1� (p̂ � k̂)2(1� γ2) ; (IV.10)

whereγ = E=m. The spin bases defined in Eqs. (IV.7)–(IV.9) lead to spin observables (IV.3) that are
invariant under spatial rotations of thett̄-ZMF. Thus predictions involving these observables can be
unambiguously made without an explicit prescription on howto obtain this frame. If in the case of the
beam axis one would usêa= b̂ = p̂� instead, one would still obtain a collinear-safe observable, which
is however not invariant under rotations of thett̄-ZMF. Therefore we do not consider this choice any
further.
In addition we find that the observable

O 0 = 4St �St̄ ; (IV.11)

which is also infrared- and collinear-safe, is also sensitive tott̄ spin correlations at both the Tevatron and
the LHC. This observable can be expressed in terms of observables of the form of Eq. (IV.3), because

O 0 = 4
3

∑
i=1

(St � êi)(êi �St̄) ; (IV.12)

whereêi=1;2;3 forms an orthonormal basis.
As mentioned earlier, parity invariance of QCD tells us thatthet andt̄ ensembles have no polarizations
with respect to the reference axes of Eqs. (IV.7)–(IV.9):hSt �vii = hSt̄ �vii = 0; for v = k̂; p̂; d̂: (IV.13)

Equation (IV.13) holds for any polar vectorv. These equations justify the termspin correlationsfor the
double spin asymmetries Eq. (IV.6), since a simple calculation shows that

4h(St � â)(St̄ � b̂)ii = corr(St � â;St̄ � b̂)i ; (IV.14)
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where for two observablesO1;O2 the correlation is defined in the standard way by

corr(O1;O2) = hO1O2i�hO1ihO2i
δO1δO2

; (IV.15)

where
δOk =qhO2

ki�hOki2: (IV.16)

Using the results presented in Sections II and III, let us nowdiscuss the observables defined through
Eq. (IV.3), Eqs. (IV.7)–(IV.9) and Eq. (IV.11). The unnormalized expectation value of the observableO
at NLO in the QCD coupling — and, as a special case, the NLO cross sectionsσi for the parton reactions
in Eq. (IV.1) — is obtained as follows:

σihOii = Φi

8ŝ

�Z
dΓ2Tr[(Ri

B+Ri
V +Ri;g

soft)O℄+ Z
dΓ2dzTr[(Ri;g

coll +Ri
c)O℄ + Z

dΓ3Tr[Ri
resO℄� (IV.17)

for i = qq̄;gg: HeredΓ3 is the 3-particle phase-space measure. The contributions to the left-hand side
of Eq. (IV.17) from the soft and collinear regions and from the resolved region depend individually on
the slicing parameterxmin. Forxmin � 1 the leading dependence is, by construction, logarithmic,but in
the sum only a residual linear dependence onxmin remains, which is due to the approximations made in
the soft and collinear regions. By varyingxmin between 10�3 and 10�8, we have checked for the cross
sections and for the expectation values of the observables given below that forxmin � 10�4 this residual
dependence is negligible.
For i = gq;gq̄ we have

σihOii = Φi

8ŝ

�Z
dΓ2dzTr[(Ri;g

coll +Ri
c)O℄ + Z

dΓ3Tr[Ri
resO℄� ; (IV.18)

whereΦgq = 1=[2(d�2)N(N2�1)℄. Of course,σgq = σgq̄ andhOigq = hOigq̄ within QCD. The state-
ments made below Eq. (IV.17) apply also here.
The unnormalized expectation values Eq. (IV.17) and Eq. (IV.18) are building blocks for computing the
distributions (I.16) and (I.17) (see Section VI). In computing the cross sections and these expectation
values we have performed the phase-space integration of theresolved parts numerically. If one identifies
the renormalization and mass factorization scales, and puts µR = µF = µ, then the NLO parton cross
sections and the above expectation values are of the form

σi(ŝ;m2) = α2
s

m2 [ f (0)i (ρ)+4παs( f (1)i (ρ)+ f̃ (1)i (ρ) ln(µ2=m2))℄ ; i = qq̄;gg;gq (IV.19)

σihOaii = α2
s

m2 [g(0)i;a (ρ)+4παs(g(1)i;a (ρ)+ g̃(1)i;a (ρ) ln(µ2=m2))℄ ; i = qq̄;gg;gq (IV.20)

anda= 1; : : :;4: The labela= 1 refers to the observable Eq. (IV.11) anda= 2;3;4 to the helicity, beam,
and off-diagonal basis. The variableρ is defined by

ρ = 4m2

ŝ
: (IV.21)
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For the beam and off-diagonal basis, one has to computetwocontributions for thegq initial state: either
the quark or the gluon direction of flight in thett̄-ZMF can correspond to the direction used to define the
axesâ, b̂, and the contribution from hard gluon emission is differentfor these two cases. We have

f (0)gq = g(0)gq;a = 0: (IV.22)

The lowest order scaling functionsf (0)i andg(0)i;a (i = qq̄;gg) can be computed analytically. In order to
write these functions in a compact form it is advantageous tointroduce the following functions:`1 = 1

β
[ln(x)+2β℄ ;`2 = 1

β3

�
ln(x)+2β+ 2

3
β3
� ;`3 = 1

β5

�
ln(x)+2β+ 2

3
β3+ 2

5
β5
� ;

r1 = 1
β

�
arctan

�
βpρ

��β
� ; (IV.23)

whereβ =p
1�ρ andx= (1�β)=(1+β).

We then get:

f (0)qq̄ (ρ) = πβρ
27

(2+ρ); (IV.24)

f (0)gg (ρ) = πβρ
192

�
4+ρ+2ρ2� (16+16ρ+ρ2)`1

�
(IV.25)

g(0)qq̄;1(ρ) = f (0)qq̄ (ρ); (IV.26)

g(0)qq̄;2(ρ) = πβρ
27

(�2+ρ); (IV.27)

g(0)qq̄;3(ρ) = πβρ
27

8+3ρ+4
pρ

5
; (IV.28)

g(0)qq̄;4(ρ) = f (0)qq̄ (ρ) (IV.29)

g(0)gg;1(ρ) = πβρ
192

��28+5ρ+2ρ2� (16+18ρ+ρ2)`1
� ; (IV.30)

g(0)gg;2(ρ) = πβρ
192

�
52�7ρ�22ρ2�2ρ3

3
+(16+2ρ+14ρ2+ρ3)`2

� ; (IV.31)

g(0)gg;3(ρ) = πβρ
192

�� 96
5

+ 248
15

p
ρ+25ρ� 44

15
ρ3=2� 482

15
ρ2� 68

5
ρ5=2+ 284

15
ρ3+ 2

5
ρ4� (16+34ρ�64ρ3=2�2ρ2�34ρ5=2+49ρ3+ρ4)`3

�; (IV.32)

g(0)gg;4(ρ) = πβρ
192

1(1+ρ)2

��28�35ρ+14ρ3=2+30ρ2�18ρ5=2+7ρ3+2ρ4� (16+50ρ+68ρ2+19ρ3+ρ4)`1+2ρ3=2(7�9ρ)r1

�: (IV.33)
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The functionsf̃ (1)i and g̃(1)i;a that determine the scale dependence are obtained from the next formula,
which follows from the renormalization group equations:

f̃ (1)i j (ρ) = 1
8π2

�
β0 f (0)i j (ρ)�Z 1

ρ
dz f(0)ik

�
ρ
z

�
Pk j(z)�Z 1

ρ
dz f(0)jk

�
ρ
z

�
Pki(z)� ; (IV.34)

and likewise for the functions ˜g(1)i;a (ρ). Here,

β0 = 1
3
(11N�2Nf ); (IV.35)

and the evolution kernelsPk j are given in Eqs. (III.26)–(III.29).
For theqq̄ initial state we obtain the following results for theµ-dependence:

f̃ (1)qq̄ = βρ
648π

�
κ1(2+ρ)�16

ln(x)
β

� ;
g̃(1)qq̄;1 = f̃ (1)qq̄ ; (IV.36)

g̃(1)qq̄;2 = βρ
648π

�
κ1(�2+ρ)+16β ln(x)� 32

3

� ; (IV.37)

g̃(1)qq̄;3 = βρ
3240π

�
κ1(8+3ρ+4

p
ρ)+ 8(�8+ρ) ln(x)

β
+ 32(2ρ�1)

β
arctan

�
βpρ

�� 64
p

ρ ln(ρ)+ 32
3
p

ρ+ 16
3

� ; (IV.38)

g̃(1)qq̄;4 = f̃ (1)qq̄ ; (IV.39)

where

κ1 = 16 ln

�
ρ

4β2

�+ 127
3
�2Nf : (IV.40)

For thegg initial state, we only give analytic results for the simple cases. With

κ2 = ln(x) ln(ρ
4
)�2Li2

�
1+β

2

�+2Li2

�
1�β

2

� ;
κ3 = �3 ln(x)2+2π2�12Li2(x); (IV.41)

we have

f̃ (1)gg = ρ
768π

n�6 ln

�
ρ

4β2

�(28+31ρ)β+3κ2(32�16ρ+ρ2)+κ3(16+16ρ+ρ2)� 2β
15ρ

(724�3328ρ+7449ρ2)� (198ρ+59ρ2�288) ln(x)o� f (0)gg

12π2 ; (IV.42)

g̃(1)gg;1 = ρ
768π

n�6 ln

�
ρ

4β2

�(60+31ρ)β+3κ2(�2+ρ)(�16+ρ)+κ3(16+18ρ+ρ2)
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� 2β
15ρ

(�176�6118ρ+7179ρ2)� (108ρ+77ρ2�672) ln(x)o� g(0)gg;1
12π2 ; (IV.43)

g̃(1)gg;2 = ρ
768π

n6
β

ln

�
ρ

4β2

�(60�25ρ+31ρ2)�6κ2(16�9ρ+16ρ2)� (16+2ρ+14ρ2+ρ3)κ3

β2 � 2β
15ρ

(7384+1127ρ+3399ρ2)� (�231ρ+329ρ2+870) ln(x)� 396(ρ2�ρ+1)2

ρβ2 [Li2(�β)�Li2(β)℄o� g(0)gg;2
12π2 :(IV.44)

For the remaining two functions ˜g(1)gg;3;4 we give simple fits in Appendix E.
For thegq initial state, we obtain:

f̃ (1)gq = 1
8π2

π
192

n32
3

ρ(2�ρ)κ2� 4
9

ρ(14ρ2+27ρ�136) ln(x)� 8β
135

(1319ρ2�3468ρ+724)o; (IV.45)

g̃(1)gq;1 = 1
8π2

π
192

n4
3

ρ(16�9ρ)κ2� 4
9

ρ(14ρ2�27ρ�328) ln(x)� 8β
135

(1319ρ2�6258ρ�176)o; (IV.46)

g̃(1)gq;2 = 1
8π2

π
192

n4
3

ρ(�16+9ρ)κ2� 8
9

ρ(3ρ2�26ρ+263) ln(x)+ 88(ρ2�2ρ+2)[Li2(β)�Li 2(�β)℄� 8β
135

(1439ρ2+1347ρ+7384)o: (IV.47)

Again we give simple fits in Appendix E for the more complicated functions ˜g(1)gq;3;4.

The scaling functionsf (1)i andg(1)i;a are obtained by numerical integration. As a check we computed the
spin-averaged NLOtt̄ production cross sectionsσi as functions ofρ. We found excellent agreement with

the results of Refs. [2, 4, 5]. Our result forf̃ (1)gq also agrees with the one of Ref. [2]. In the comparison

of f̃ (1)j one has to take into account that Ref. [2] uses a renormalization scheme where heavy and light
quark loops are subtracted differently according to the scheme of Ref. [50], while we use the standard

MS definition ofαs of Nf = 6 flavour QCD. This implies that our scaling functionsf̃ (1)j are related to

the functions( f̃ (1)j )N of Nason, Dawson and Ellis by

f̃ (1)j = ( f̃ (1)j )N� 1
12π2 f (0)j ; j = qq̄;gg: (IV.48)

Performing the conversion we again find perfect agreement with Ref. [2].
For the functionsf (1)i andg(1)i;a we give fits to the results of our numerical integrations in Appendix E.
To account for the richer structure of the functionsgi;a — compared with the results for the unpolarized
cross sections — we have used a more general ansatz than in Ref. [2]. All scaling functions for the initial
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Figure 1:Left: Scaling functions f(0)qq̄ (η) (dotted), f(1)qq̄ (η) (full), and f̃ (1)qq̄ (η) (dashed). Right: The same
for the process gg! tt̄(g).
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Figure 2: Left: Scaling functions g(0)qq̄;1(η) (dotted), g(1)qq̄;1(η) (full), and g̃(1)qq̄;1(η) (dashed). Right: The
same for the process gg! tt̄(g).
statesqq̄ andggare plotted in Figs. 1–5 as a function of

η = 1
ρ
�1: (IV.49)
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Figure 3: Left: Scaling functions g(0)qq̄;2(η) (dotted), g(1)qq̄;2(η) (full), and g̃(1)qq̄;2(η) (dashed). Right: The
same for the process gg! tt̄(g).
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Figure 4: Left: Scaling functions g(0)qq̄;3(η) (dotted), g(1)qq̄;3(η) (full), and g̃(1)qq̄;3(η) (dashed). Right: The
same for the process gg! tt̄(g).
For large values ofη, the results for the functionsg(1)i;a andg̃(1)i;a differ from the corresponding results in
Refs. [33,34], since in those papers the spin axes were defined using the initial-state parton c.m.s. rather
than thett̄-ZMF.
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Figure 5: Left: Scaling functions g(0)qq̄;4(η) (dotted), g(1)qq̄;4(η) (full), and g̃(1)qq̄;4(η) (dashed). Right: The
same for the process gg! tt̄(g).
V. Decays of polarized top quarks

In the leading pole approximation for the intermediate top and antitop quarks the NLO QCD analysis
of the reactions Eq. (I.8)–Eq. (I.10) involves also the matrix elements to orderαs of the main SM decay
modes of the (anti)top quark in a given spin state, that is, the semileptonic modes

t ! b`+ν`;b`+ν`g (V.1)(` = e;µ;τ), and the non-leptonic decays

t ! bqq̄0;bqq̄0g; (V.2)

whereqq̄0= ud̄;cs̄for the dominant channels. Specifically, for computing the angular distributions (I.16)
and (I.17), we need the matrix elements for the parton reactions

i
tt̄�! a1+a2+X ; (V.3)

wherea1;a2 denotes a lepton or a jet. Thus we require, in addition to the above production density
matrices, the one-particle inclusive angular distributionsdΓ=dcosθ for the decays

t(st)! a1(q1)+X1 ;
t̄(s̄t)! a2(q2)+X2 ; (V.4)

at NLO in αs. Hereq1 andq2 are the momenta ofa1 anda2, respectively, which we define in the rest
frame of the (anti)top quark, andθ is the angle between the polarization vector of the (anti)top quark and
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the direction of flight ofa1(a2). For a fully polarized ensemble of top quarks these distributions are of
the form

dΓ(1)
dcosθ

= Γ(1)
2

(1+κ(1)cosθ) ; (V.5)

whereΓ(1) is the partial width of the respective decay channel andκ(1) is the top-spin analysing power of
a1. For the case of the standard(V�A) charged current interactions these distributions were computed to
orderαs for the semileptonic and non-leptonic channels in Refs. [36] and [37], respectively. ¿From these
results the corresponding unnormalized one-particle inclusive decay density matricesρ andρ̄ integrated
over the energies can be extracted. These matrices have the form

ρt!a1
α0α = Γ(1)

2
(1l+κ(1)τ � q̂1)α0α; (V.6)

ρ̄t̄!a2
α0α = Γ(2)

2
(1l�κ(2)τ � q̂2)α0α; (V.7)

where q̂1;2 are the directions of flight ofa1 and a2 in the rest frame of the top and antitop quarks,
respectively. As we work to lowest order in the electroweak couplings,Γ(2) = Γ(1) andκ2 = κ1 to all
orders inαs, if the channela2+X2 is the charge-conjugate ofa1+X1.
For semileptonic top decays, the charged lepton is the most efficient analyser of the spin of the top quark.
In the case of non-leptonic decayst ! bqq̄0(g) this role is taken by the weak isospinIW = �1=2 quark
from W decay. Tagging of the flavor ofq or q̄0, besides those of theb quark, is feasible, as far as the
dominant channels are concerned, only forq = c, albeit with low efficiency. The non-b jets in non-
leptonic top decay may be used as analysers of the top spin in the following, more efficient way: angular
momentum conservation and the(V �A) structure enforce that the fermion withIW = �1=2 from W
decay is, on average, less energetic than its partner withIW =+1=2. This implies that the least-energetic
light quark jet is a good top spin analyser. As far as theW boson is concerned notice that its analysing
power is practically the same as that of theb quark:

κW =�κb+O(αs): (V.8)

In Ref. [37] the coefficientsκ( f ) were given to NLO accuracy. In Section VI we need, however, the
unnormalized density matrices (V.6) and (V.7); that is, we require, apart from the partial widths

Γ( f )= a( f )
0 +4παsa

( f )
1 ; (V.9)

the dimensionful coefficients
Γ( f )κ( f ) = b( f )

0 +4παsb
( f )
1 : (V.10)

For the determination of these coefficients we use the Fermi constantGF = 1:16639� 10�5 GeV�2,
m = 175 GeV,mW = 80.41 GeV,ΓW = 2.06 GeV,mb = 5 GeV, and all other quark and lepton masses
are put to zero. (We do not use the narrow width approximationfor the intermediateW boson.) We
obtain, for the hadronic (h) and semileptonic (sl) decayst ! bqq̄0, b`ν, putting the CKM matrix elements
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jVtbj= jVqq0j= 1:

ah
0 = 0:50645 GeV;

asl
0 = ah

0

N
;

ah
1 = �0:01900(8) GeV;

asl
1 = �0:01061(2) GeV: (V.11)

For the LO coefficientsb0 we obtain:

bd
0 = ah

0 = Nb̀0;
bb;h

0 = �0:20663 GeV= N bb;sl
0 ;

bu
0 = �0:15819 GeV= N bν

0;
b j

0 = 0:25840 GeV;
bT

0 = �0:16040 GeV: (V.12)

Here j stands for least energetic non-b jet, andT for an oriented thrust axis (for details, compare
Ref. [37]). In Table 1 we give the corresponding NLO coefficientsb1. The numbers in the first columns
are for ‘bare’ quarks, while in the second and third columns the E-algorithm and Durham algorithm
were used, respectively, as jet clustering schemes [37]. Wedemand that the four final-state partons in
t ! bqq̄0g be always clustered into three jets, i.e. no jet resolution parameter is involved. This is possible
because the leading order matrix elements are free from softand collinear singularities.

Table 1:NLO coefficients b1. Numbers are in units of GeV.

Partons Jets, E-algo. Jets, D-algo. Semileptonic decay

bd
1 [GeV] �0.03154(22) �0.04218(22) �0.04410(22) –

b1̀ [GeV] – – – �0.01074(7)

bb;h
1 or bb;sl

1 [GeV] 0.01354(23) 0.01420(23) 0.01412(23) 0.00626(7)

bu
1 or bν

1 [GeV] 0.00431(21) 0.00935(22) 0.00852(22) 0.00120(7)

b j
1 [GeV] – �0.02336(23) �0.02342(23) –

bT
1 [GeV] 0.00915(22) – – –

Higher-dimensional distributions fort and/or̄t decays such asdΓ=(dxidcosθ), wherexi the scaled lepton
or jet energy are also known. Together with the production density matrices of Sections II–IV, they can
be used for predictions of higher-dimensional distributions for the 2-particle inclusive reactions (I.12)–
(I.15).
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VI. Angular correlations in hadronic collisions

Let us now discuss the hadronic reactions Eqs. (I.12)–(I.15). In particular we derive the distributions of
Eq. (I.16) and Eq. (I.17) at NLO inαs, using the narrow-width approximation for the intermediate top
and antitop quarks and taking into account only the factorizable QCD corrections. Recall that in this
approximation the squared matrix elements of the parton reactions (I.8)–(I.10) are of the form shown
in Eq. (I.11). We postpone the discussion of the non-factorizable QCD corrections until the end of this
section. There we show that, at NLO inαs, they are irrelevant for the distributions defined in Eqs. (I.16)
and (I.17).
With the ingredients of Sections II–V we can first determine the two-fold differential (MS-subtracted)
cross sections

dσ(i ! a1a2+X)
dcosθ1dcosθ2

(VI.1)

for the parton reactionsi ! a1a2+X, whereθ1(θ2) refers to the angle between the direction of flightq̂1

(q̂2) of particlea1 (a2) in thet (t̄) rest frame and an arbitrary directionâ (b̂) that may be used aszaxis in
the (anti)top rest frame. Recall that we define thet(t̄) rest frame by performing a rotation-free Lorentz
boost from thett̄-ZMF. For the reactions (I.12)–(I.15), i.e.

h1(P1) h2(P2)! tt̄ +X ! a1 a2+X ; (VI.2)

whereh1;h2 = p or p̄, the differential cross sections are obtained in the usual way:

dσ(h1(P1)h2(P2)! a1a2+X)
dcosθ1dcosθ2

= ∑
a;bZ dx1dx2 f h1

a (x1;µF) f h2
b (x2;µF)� dσ(a(x1P1)b(x2P2)! a1a2+X)

dcosθ1dcosθ2
; (VI.3)

where f h
a (x;µF) denotes the parton distribution function (PDF) of partona in hadronh.

The following analysis is based on integrating over the fullphase-space of the particles in the final state.
What then is the structure of the normalized distributions

1
σ

dσ
dcosθ1dcosθ2

(VI.4)

if we choose as reference axesâ; b̂ one of the sets Eq. (IV.7)–Eq. (IV.9)? Each of the contributions to
dσ(i ! a1a2+X) is of the form Tr[ρRi

sρ̄℄ (s= B;V;soft;col;c; res; depending oni), where theRi
s have

the structure as given in Eq. (IV.2) andρ and ρ̄ are given by Eqs. (V.6) and (V.7), respectively. All
contributions are bilinear in̂q1 andq̂2. Thus the differential cross section Eq. (VI.3) is bilinearin cosθ1
and cosθ2. Parity invariance of QCD dictates that the top and antitop quarks have no polarization along
the above reference axesâ andb̂, see Eq. (IV.13). This implies that in QCDhcosθ1i= hcosθ2i= 0: (VI.5)

Here the expectation value refers to reaction (VI.2), i.e.hOi = σ�1R dσO: (Equation (VI.5) applies also
to cuts that are parity-invariant.) Thus for these reference axes the coefficients B1 and B2 in Eq. (IV.2)
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are absent in the double distribution Eq. (I.16), and we obtain

1
σ

dσ(h1h2 ! a1a2+X)
dcosθ1dcosθ2

= 1
4
(1�Ci cosθ1 cosθ2) : (VI.6)

with i = hel;beam;off for the helicity, beam, and off-diagonal bases. Non-zero B1;2 are generated by
parity-violating contributions toi ! tt̄X: Computations indicate [51, 52, 53] that they are small within
the standard model.
Next we consider the distribution of the angleϕ between the directions of flight̂q1;2 of particle/jeta1

anda2, defined in thet and t̄ rest frames, respectively. Using CP invariance of QCD and arguments
analogous to those above, we find that this distribution is ofthe form

1
σ

dσ(h1h2! a1a2+X)
dcosϕ

= 1
2
(1�Dcosϕ): (VI.7)

Defining, forµR = µF = m,

Nr = α2
s

m2

1

Γ2
t
∑
a;bZ dx1dx2 f h1

a (x1;µF) f h2
b (x2;µF)� n

g(0)ab;rb(1)0 b(2)0 +4παs[g(1)ab;rb(1)0 b(2)0 +g(0)ab;rb(1)1 b(2)0 +g(0)ab;rb(1)0 b(2)1 ℄o ; (VI.8)

σ = α2
s

m2

1

Γ2
t
∑
a;bZ dx1dx2 f h1

a (x1;µF) f h2
b (x2;µF)� n

f (0)ab a(1)0 a(2)0 +4παs[ f (1)ab a(1)0 a(2)0 + f (0)ab a(1)1 a(2)0 + f (0)ab a(1)0 a(2)1 ℄o ; (VI.9)

we obtain to NLO in the QCD coupling:

D = N1

σ
; Chel= N2

σ
; Cbeam= N3

σ
; Coff = N4

σ
: (VI.10)

Here f (0;1)i (ρ) andg(0;1)i;r (ρ) are the scaling functions defined in Eqs. (IV.19) and (IV.20), and collected

in Appendix E, withρ = 4m2=ŝ, where the partonic c.m. energy
p

ŝ is given in terms of the hadronic
c.m. energy

p
s through

ŝ= x1x2s: (VI.11)

The total top quark width is denoted byΓt .
Finally, we discuss the issue of non-factorizable corrections. At NLO inαs, such corrections are present
in the one-loop contributions to theqq̄ and gg fusion processes Eq. (I.8) and in the squared matrix
elements for the corresponding processes Eq. (I.9) with real gluon radiation. These non-factorizable
corrections correspond, at this order in the QCD coupling, to gluon exchange that interconnects the
different stages of the off-shelltt̄ production and decay process. These corrections were studied in
the semi-soft gluon approximation in Ref. [42]. This approximation consists in taking into account
only virtual, respectively real gluons with energiesEg of the order ofΓt . This is adequate because
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the contribution of a hard gluon to this correction is suppressed byΓt=Eg: The contributionsdσqq̄
n f and

dσgg
n f to the respective differential cross sections are important for calculating a number of distributions,

such as invariant mass distributions of thet, t̄ quarks and oftt̄ pairs. However, the non-factorizable
corrections do not contribute to observables, which are inclusive in both the top and antitop invariant
masses [38,39,40,41,42]. A well-known example for such a case is the total cross section.
It is straightforward to show that this result applies also to the distributions shown in Eqs. (VI.6) and
(VI.7). The non-factorizable contributionsdσqq̄

n f anddσgg
n f (which contain both virtual and real gluon

exchanges with momenta being integrated over) are proportional to the respective differential Born cross
sections, decomposed into colour singlet and octet pieces.We represent the Lorentz-invariant phase-
space elementdΓ6 for the 6-particle final states in Eq. (I.8) as

dΓ6 ∝ dΓtt̄dΓtdΓt̄dM2
t dM2

t̄ ; (VI.12)

whereMt (Mt̄) is the invariant mass of the top (anti)quark,dΓtt̄ is the phase-space element of the in-
termediatett̄ state, anddΓt (dΓt̄) is the 3-particle phase-space element oft (t̄) decay in its rest frame,
where thez axis is identified with the reference axisâ (b̂). From this decomposition, it is clear that one
has to integrate out the top and antitop invariant masses in calculating the contribution ofdσi

n f to the
distribution (VI.6). But then the theorem of Refs. [38,39,40] applies.
In order to show that the opening angle distribution (VI.7) receives no contribution fromdσi

n f either, we
recall that this distribution is due tohSt �St̄i, andSt �St̄ can be decomposed as given below Eq. (IV.11).
Thus, to NLO in the QCD coupling the above angular distributions are determined solely by the Born
contributions and the factorizable QCD corrections.

VII. Numerical results

In this section we present the numerical results for the angular distributions (VI.6) and (VI.7). In the
absence of cuts the spin correlation coefficients can be computed in terms of expectation values:

C = �9hcosθ1 cosθ2i;
D = �3hcosϕi: (VII.1)

In the following we present the NLO results for the coefficients C and D in the absence of phase-space
cuts, using Eq. (VI.8) and Eq. (VI.9). It is convenient to rewrite these formulae:

Nr = α2
s

m2

1

Γ2
t
∑
i

n
N(0)

i;r b(1)0 b(2)0 +4παs[N(1)
i;r b(1)0 b(2)0 +N(0)

i;r b(1)1 b(2)0 +N(0)
i;r b(1)0 b(2)1 ℄o ; (VII.2)

σ = α2
s

m2

1

Γ2
t
∑
i

n
Z(0)i a(1)0 a(2)0 +4παs[Z(1)i a(1)0 a(2)0 +Z(0)i a(1)1 a(2)0 +Z(0)i a(1)0 a(2)1 ℄o ; (VII.3)

wherei = qq̄;gg;gq;gq̄. For the evaluation of Eqs. (VII.2), (VII.3) we use the NLO parton distribution
functions of Ref. [54] (CTEQ6.1M) and of Ref. [55] (MRST2003). In addition we also use the PDFs
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Table 2:Results for the quantities Z(0)i and N(0)i;r defined in Eqs. (VII.2), (VII.3) for different PDFs at the
Tevatron and the LHC.

Tevatron i = qq̄ i = gg

Z(0)i CTEQ6.1M 0:032162 3:9358�10�3

MRST2003 0:033193 3:9751�10�3

GRV98 0:033528 5:0460�10�3

N(0)
i;1 CTEQ6.1M 0:010721 �1:6864�10�3

MRST2003 0:011064 �1:7534�10�3

GRV98 0:011176 �2:2477�10�3

N(0)
i;2 CTEQ6.1M �0:016695 2:3820�10�3

MRST2003 �0:017240 2:4585�10�3

GRV98 �0:017436 3:1438�10�3

N(0)
i;3 CTEQ6.1M 0:031849 �1:2099�10�3

MRST2003 0:032869 �1:2774�10�3

GRV98 0:033199 �1:6457�10�3

N(0)
i;4 CTEQ6.1M 0:032162 �1:2959�10�3

MRST2003 0:033193 �1:3606�10�3

GRV98 0:033528 �1:7497�10�3

LHC i = qq̄ i = gg

Z(0)i CTEQ6.1M 0:46482 3:2048

MRST2003 0:49789 3:5616

GRV98 0:48075 4:1237

N(0)
i;1 CTEQ6.1M 0:15494 �0:92015

MRST2003 0:16596 �1:0163

GRV98 0:16025 �1:1620

N(0)
i;2 CTEQ6.1M �0:26645 1:3931

MRST2003 �0:28604 1:5401

GRV98 �0:27709 1:7621
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Table 3:Results for the quantities Z(1)i and N(1)i;r defined in Eqs. (VII.2), (VII.3) for different PDFs at the
Tevatron and the LHC.

Tevatron i = qq̄ i = gg i = qg+gq̄

Z(1)i CTEQ6.1M 4:699�10�3 2:312�10�3 �3:627�10�4

MRST2003 4:836�10�3 2:423�10�3 �3:926�10�4

GRV98 4:854�10�3 3:113�10�3 �4:442�10�4

N(1)
i;1 CTEQ6.1M 1:539�10�3 �1:070�10�3 1:216�10�4

MRST2003 1:583�10�3 �1:143�10�3 1:289�10�4

GRV98 1:589�10�3 �1:478�10�3 1:456�10�4

N(1)
i;2 CTEQ6.1M �2:643�10�3 1:458�10�3 �1:970�10�4

MRST2003 �2:721�10�3 1:552�10�3 �2:065�10�4

GRV98 �2:734�10�3 2:004�10�3 �2:331�10�4

N(1)
i;3 CTEQ6.1M 4:459�10�3 �8:647�10�4 2:066�10�5

MRST2003 4:587�10�3 �9:246�10�4 1:995�10�5

GRV98 4:602�10�3 �1:195�10�3 2:258�10�5

N(1)
i;4 CTEQ6.1M 4:515�10�3 �9:117�10�4 3:033�10�5

MRST2003 4:645�10�3 �9:725�10�4 2:975�10�5

GRV98 4:660�10�3 �1:256�10�3 3:363�10�5

LHC i = qq̄ i = gg i = qg+gq̄

Z(1)i CTEQ6.1M 0:04197 1:277 0:04565

MRST2003 0:04415 1:411 0:05120

GRV98 0:04194 1:625 0:06018

N(1)
i;1 CTEQ6.1M 0:01329 �0:4330 0:03077

MRST2003 0:01396 �0:4760 0:03307

GRV98 0:01324 �0:5423 0:03082

N(1)
i;2 CTEQ6M �0:02417 0:5927 �0:07905

MRST2003 �0:02550 0:6513 �0:08540

GRV98 �0:02419 0:7402 �0:08181
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of Ref. [56] (GRV98), to illustrate the dependence on the gluon distribution function. We putµR =
µF = mt = 175 GeV,Nf = 5 and use the following values forαNf=5

s : αs(mt) = 0:1074 for CTEQ6.1M,
αs(mt) = 0:1062 for MRST2003, andαs(mt) = 0:1041 for GRV98. (The values ofαs are those used by

the different groups when fitting the PDFs.) In Table 2 we present the values ofZ(0)i andN(0)
i;r for pp̄

collisions at
p

s= 1:96 GeV (Tevatron) andpp collisions at
p

s= 14 TeV (LHC). In the latter case, we
only show results for the D coefficient and the Chel coefficient, since the spin correlations in the beam

and the off-diagonal basis are very small at the LHC [35]. Table 3 lists the NLO coefficientsZ(1)i and

N(1)
i;r . We observe the following generic features: For the coefficientsNi;a the two initial statesqq̄ and

ggalways contribute with opposite signs. For thegg initial state the GRV98 PDF systematically gives a
larger contribution, while the other two PDFs agree quite well in most of the cases.
Adding all contributions as in Eqs. (VII.2), (VII.3) and taking the ratiosNr=σ, we obtain LO and NLO
predictions for the spin correlation coefficients. The results are listed in Table 4 for the Tevatron and in
Table 5 for the LHC, for the different decay modes of the top and antitop quarks. In these two tables
we use the CTEQ6L (LO) and CTEQ6.1M (NLO) PDFs. As spin analysers we use the charged lepton
and/or the least energetic non-b-quark jet defined in the Durham jet clustering scheme.
At the Tevatron, the helicity basis is not the best choice, since thet andt̄ are only moderately relativistic
in this case. The spin correlations are large both in the beamand off-diagonal basis. In fact, since the
results are almost the same in these two bases, the beam basisis probably the best choice since it is easier
to determine experimentally. The QCD corrections decreasethe LO results at the Tevatron. The relative
size of the corrections varies between� 16% (Cbeam;off) and� 28% (D) for the dilepton channel and
between� 27% (Cbeam;off) and� 38% (D) in the all-jets channel.
At the LHC, where thegg initial state gives the dominant contribution, the helicity correlation is the
best choice from the four distributions. Here the spin correlations in the dilepton channel are of the
order of 30%. The QCD corrections are much smaller than at theTevatron. In the dilepton channel
they enhance the spin correlation by� 2% in the helicity basis and by� 10% for the opening angle
correlation coefficient D. In the all-jet channel, the QCD corrections decrease the LO results for Chel by� 8% and for D by� 1%.
In Table 6 we compare the NLO results for the spin correlationcoefficients evaluated for the 3 different
PDFs that we used. The CTEQ6.1M and MRST2003 distributions give almost identical results, which
is remarkable since the individual contributions from theqq̄ andgg initial states differ in some cases
significantly (see Tables 2, 3). (For previous versions of these distribution functions, the agreement for
the spin correlations was not so striking [35].) Using the GRV98 PDF, however, leads to spin correlations
that are up to� 13% smaller at the Tevatron and up to� 4% larger at the LHC as compared to the other
two PDFs. This shows that the spin correlations are very sensitive to the relative quark and gluon content
of the proton. Future measurements of these correlations may help to pin down the parton distributions
further.
To estimate higher order corrections to our predictions, wenow study the dependence on the renormal-
ization and factorization scales. For simplicity, we keepµ= µF = µR and varyµ betweenmt=10 and
10mt . The results for the quantitiesσCbeam (Tevatron) andσChel (LHC) are shown in Fig. 6 for the
dilepton decay channel, where we sum over` = e;µ;τ. The inclusion of the QCD corrections reduces
the scale dependence significantly. The correlation coefficients C and D are ratios in which a factorα2

s
drops out. Therefore, at LO, the coefficients only depend onµF but not onµR. A comparison between
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Table 4:LO and NLO results for the spin correlation coefficientsC andD of the distributions (VI.6) and
(VI.7) in the case of p̄p collisions at

p
s= 1:96 TeV for different t̄t decay modes. The PDF CTEQ6L

(LO) and CTEQ6.1M (NLO) of Ref. [54] were used, and µF = µR = mt .

Dilepton Lepton–jet Jet–jet

Chel LO �0:471 �0:240 �0:123

NLO �0:352 �0:168 �0:080

Cbeam LO 0:928 0:474 0:242

NLO 0:777 0:370 0:176

Coff LO 0:937 0:478 0:244

NLO 0:782 0:372 0:177

D LO 0:297 0:151 0:0773

NLO 0:213 0:101 0:0480

Table 5:Results forChel andD for pp collisions at
p

s= 14 TeV using the same PDF and parameters
as in Table 4.

Dilepton Lepton–jet Jet–jet

Chel LO 0:319 0:163 0:083

NLO 0:326 0:158 0:076

D LO �0:217 �0:111 �0:0567

NLO �0:237 �0:115 �0:0560
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Table 6: Spin correlation coefficients at NLO for different PDFs for the Tevatron (upper part) and the
LHC (lower part) for dilepton final states.

Tevatron

CTEQ6.1M MRST2003 GRV98

Chel �0:352 �0:352 �0:313

Cbeam 0:777 0:777 0:732

Coff 0:782 0:782 0:736

D 0:213 0:212 0:185

LHC

Chel 0:326 0:327 0:339

D �0:237 �0:237 �0:243
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Figure 6:Left: Dependence ofσCbeamon µ= µF = µR for pp̄ collisions at
p

s= 1:96TeV in the dilepton
decay channel. The dashed line shows the LO result, the full line shows the result at NLO. Right: The
same forσChel for pp collisions at

p
s= 14TeV.
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Table 7:Dependence of the correlation coefficients, computed with the PDF CTEQ6.1M, on µ= µR= µF

at NLO for the dilepton decay channel.

Tevatron LHC

µR = µF Chel Cbeam Coff D Chel D

mt=2 �0:326 0.735 0.740 0.1910.329 �0:244

mt �0:352 0.777 0.782 0.2130.326 �0:237

2mt �0:370 0.804 0.810 0.2270.324 �0:232

the scale dependence at LO and NLO is thus meaningless for these coefficients. Table 7 therefore only
lists the NLO scale dependence. At the Tevatron, a variationof µ betweenmt=2 and 2mt changes the
results atµ= mt by � � (5–10)%, while at the LHC the change of Chel is less than a per cent and D
varies by�� 3%.
Before closing this section, we summarize how an experimental measurement of the distributions (VI.6)
and (VI.7) that matches our predictions should proceed:

i. Reconstruct the top and antitop 4-momenta in the laboratory frame (= c.m. frame of the colliding
hadrons).

ii. Perform a rotation-free boost from the laboratory frameto thett̄-ZMF. Computeâ and b̂ in that
frame.

iii. Perform rotation-free boosts from thett̄-ZMF to the top quark rest frame and the antitop quark
rest frame. Compute the directionq̂1 of the top quark decay producta1 in thet rest frame and the
directionq̂2 of the antitop quark decay producta2 in the t̄ rest frame. Finally, compute cosθ1 =
â � q̂1; cosθ2 = b̂ � q̂2 and cosφ = q̂1 � q̂2.

Note that in this prescription thet and t̄ rest frames are obtained by first boosting into thett̄-ZMF. If
this step is left out, and thet andt̄ rest frames are constructed by directly boosting from the lab frame, a
Wigner rotation has to be taken into account.
The results in this paper were obtained without imposing kinematic cuts. Such cuts will in general
distort the distributions, i.e. C and D will in general depend on the anglesθ1;θ2 andϕ, respectively. The
expectation values on the r.h.s. of Eqs. (VII.1) may still beused as measures of thett̄ spin correlations
in the presence of cuts. They are then no longer directly related to these differential distributions. One
strategy, followed for instance in Ref. [62], is to correct for these distortions by Monte Carlo methods
before extracting the spin correlation coefficient and comparing with theoretical predictions. A future
aim will be to directly include the cuts in an NLO event generator to be constructed with the above results
for all relevant 2! 6 and 2! 7 processes.
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VIII. Conclusions

We have determined the differential cross sections for top quark pair production in a general spin con-
figuration byqq̄ annihilation,gg, qg, andq̄g fusion to orderα3

s. These cross sections provide, together
with the differential rates of polarized top and antitop decays at orderαs, the NLO factorizable contribu-
tions to the reactions given in Eqs. (I.8) to Eq. (I.10). We have evaluated the corresponding spin density
matrices for on-shell intermediate top and antitop quarks.However, our results can also be employed as
building blocks for taking the finite top quark width at NLO into account. (For studies at the Born level,
see for instance Refs. [63,64].)
As an application of the above results we have studied a number of distributions due to top–antitop spin
correlations. The QCD-induced spin correlations are largeeffects, which are easily visible in distribu-
tions of the final-state particles. Given the size of the spincorrelations, they are expected to become a
good tool for analysing in detail top quark pair production and decay dynamics. They can be studied
at the Tevatron and — in view of the expected largett̄ data samples — especially at the LHC, in the
dilepton, single lepton and all-hadronic decay channels, by measuring suitably defined double angular
distributions. In fact, a first measurement of spin correlations in the off-diagonal basis was already per-
formed by the D0 collaboration for the dilepton decay channel [65]. While this analysis was limited by
the very small event sample, it clearly demonstrated the possibility of the experimental study of these
effects. For the LHC a simulation was performed [62], showing that the experimental accuracy of a
measurement of Chel at the LHC can be expected to be better than 10%.
On the theoretical side, we have shown in this paper that the NLO QCD corrections to the double angular
distributions are of the order of 15 to 40% for the Tevatron, and below 10% for the LHC. A study of the
scale dependence of our NLO predictions indicates that the residual theoretical uncertainty due to higher
order corrections should be. 10%. Work on soft gluon and threshold resummations will further reduce
the theoretical uncertainties.
In particular forpp collisions at

p
s = 14 TeV, the theoretical uncertainties are quite small. By the time

the LHC will start operating it may therefore be expected that further theoretical progress will have
turned top quark spin correlations into a precision tool forthe analysis oftt̄ events.
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A. One-loop integrals

In this appendix, we collect a number of functions that appear in the virtual corrections given in Section
II.2 and in Appendices B, C. Only the real parts of the integrals are given. It proves useful to express the
integrals in terms of the following variables:

y� = 1
2
(1�β);

yt = 1
2
(1�βy);

ξ = m2

ŝ
;

x = 1�β
1+β

: (A.1)

1) The six-dimensional box integrals are defined by

D6
0(q1;q2;q3;m1;m2;m3;m4)= 1

iπ2

Z
d6l(l2�m2

1)((l +q1)2�m2
2)((l +q1+q2)2�m2

3)((l +q1+q2+q3)2�m2
4) : (A.2)

The following integrals appear in our results:

D6
0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m) = π

ŝ(yt �1)� 1

1� ξ
yt(1�yt) ��Li2

�
1� ξ

yt

�+ 1
2

ln2(yt)�+ y�(y+�y�) 1(1� y+
1�yt

) ��Li2(y�)+ 1
2

ln2(y�)�+ y+(y��y+) 1(1� y�
1�yt

) ��Li2(y+)+ 1
2

ln2(y+)��: (A.3)

D6
0(�k1; p1; p2;0;m;m;m) = 2π

ŝβ(1�y2)�(1+β)(1�y)
4

�
π2

3
� ln2(x)�+ 2yt

�
Li2(�x)� ln(x) ln

�
yt

y���+(β�y)Li 2

�
1� yt

ξ

��: (A.4)

D6
0(p1;�k1; p2;0;0;m;m) = π

ŝ

�
π2

2
+ 4ξ

β2(1�y2)�π2

6
+ yt(1�yt)

2ξ
ln2

�
yt

1�yt

�+ Li2

�
1� yt

ξ

�+Li2

�
1� 1�yt

ξ

���: (A.5)

D6
0(p1; p2;�k1;0;0;0;m) = D6

0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)jy!�y: (A.6)

D6
0(�k2; p1; p2;0;m;m;m) = D6

0(�k1; p1; p2;0;m;m;m)jy!�y: (A.7)

2) The 3-point integrals are defined by

C0(q1;q2;m1;m2;m3) = 1
iπ2

Z (2πµ)2εd4�2εl(l2�m2
1)((l +q1)2�m2

2)((l +q1+q2)2�m2
3) : (A.8)
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The following integrals appear in our results (they agree with those listed in [4]):

C0(p1; p2;0;0;0) = Cε

ŝ

�
1
ε2 + 1

ε
ln(ξ)�+C0(p1; p2;0;0;0);

C0(p1; p2;0;0;0) = 1
ŝ

�
1
2

ln2(ξ)� 7π2

12

� : (A.9)

C0(�p1;k1;0;0;m) = �Cε

yt ŝ

�
1

2ε2 � 1
ε

ln

�
yt

ξ

��+C0(�p1;k1;0;0;m);
C0(�p1;k1;0;0;m) = � 1

yt ŝ

�
ln2

�
yt

ξ

�+Li2

�
1� yt

ξ

�+ π2

24

� : (A.10)

C0(�p1;k2;0;0;m) = C0(�p1;k1;0;0;m)jy!�y: (A.11)

C0(k1;k2;0;m;0) = 1
ŝβ

�
2Li2(�x)+ 1

2
ln2(x)+ π2

6

� : (A.12)

C0(k1;k2;m;0;m) = Cε

ŝβ

�
1
ε

ln(x)�+C0(k1;k2;m;0;m);
C0(k1;k2;m;0;m) = 1

ŝβ

��2 ln(x) ln(1�x)�2Li2(x)+ 1
2

ln2(x)� 2π2

3

� : (A.13)

C0(k1;�p1;0;m;m) = 1
yt ŝ

�
π2

6
�Li2

�
1� yt

ξ

�� : (A.14)

C0(k2;�p1;0;m;m) = C0(k1;�p1;0;m;m)jy!�y: (A.15)

C0(p1; p2;m;m;m)) = 1
2ŝ

�
ln2(x)�π2� : (A.16)

3) The two-point integrals are defined by

B0(q;m1;m2) = 1
iπ2

Z (2πµ)2εd4�2εl(l2�m2
1)((l +q)2�m2

2) = Cε

ε
+B0(q;m1;m2): (A.17)

The following finite parts of these integrals are needed:

B0(k1+k2;0;0) = 2+ ln(ξ) : (A.18)

B0(k1;0;m) = 2: (A.19)

B0(k1� p1;0;m) = 2+ yt

yt �ξ
ln

�
ξ
yt

� : (A.20)

B0(k2� p1;0;m) = B0(k1� p1;0;m)jy!�y: (A.21)

B0(k1+k2;m;m) = 2+β ln(x): (A.22)

4) Finally, the one-point integral is given by

A0(m) = 1
iπ2

Z (2πµ)2εd4�2εl(l2�m2) = Cε
ε

m2+m2: (A.23)
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B. Virtual corrections to q q̄! tt̄

Here we list the coefficientsAqq̄
V andeV

a , defined in (II.28), which appear in the one-loop contributions
to qq̄! tt̄ (note that the contributions proportional to the finite partof the one-point integral (= m2) and
those ofB0(k1;0;m) = 2 are added to those terms that are not multiplied by ann-point integral):

Aqq̄
V = eV

0 = D6
0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)

π
ŝβ2(1�y2)N2�2

4N

�β2�3
1�βy

+2βy
�+ D6

0(p1; p2;�k1;0;0;0;m)
π

ŝβ2(1�y2) 1
2N

�β2�3
1+βy

�2βy
�� m2

β2 C0(k1;k2;0;m;0)�N
2
(2y2β2�3y2+2β3y�2βy+1)+ 4βy(1�β2)

N+ β2(β2�3)� N2�2
N(1�βy) + 2

N(1+βy)��� B0(k1+k2;0;0)
4β2

n
N(1�3y2�β4+y2β4�2βy+4y2β2)� β

N
(�8y+6β�3β3+3y2β3)o+ N2�2

2N
B0(k1� p1;0;m)�2(1�β2)

1�βy
� (1+βy)�+ 1

N
B0(k2� p1;0;m)�2(1�β2)

1+βy
� (1�βy)�+ 1

4N
B0(k1+k2;m;m)(y2+2y2β2+5�2β2)+ 1

2β2

�(2β3y+5y2β2+β2�2βy+1�3y2)N+ β(1�β2)
N

(β�βy2+8y)� 4β2(1�β2)� N2�2
N(1�βy) + 2

N(1+βy)��: (B.1)

eV
1 = � ŝD6

0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)
π

N2�2
2N

�
2� 1�β2

1�βy

�� ŝD6
0(p1; p2;�k1;0;0;0;m)

πN

�
2� 1�β2

1+βy

�+ m2

β2 C0(k1;k2;0;m;0)�N+2β2
�

N2�2
N(1�βy) + 2

N(1+βy)��+ B0(k1+k2;0;0)
2β2

�(1�β2)N+ 3β2

N

�� B0(k1� p1;0;m)β�N2�2
�(β�y)

N(1�βy)� 2B0(k2� p1;0;m)β(β+y)
N (1+βy) + 3B0(k1+k2;m;m)

2N
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+ 1
β2

�
N(3β2�1)�2β2(1�β2)� N2�2

N(1�βy) + 2
N(1+βy)��: (B.2)

eV
2 = � ŝD6

0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)
π

N2�2
2N

�
1+β2�3βy+3β3y�2β3y3+ (1�β2)2

1�βy

�� ŝD6
0(p1; p2;�k1;0;0;0;m)

πN

�
1+β2+3βy�3β3y+2β3y3+ (1�β2)2

1+βy

�+ m2

β2 C0(k1;k2;0;m;0)�N(2y2β2�3y2+2β3y�2βy+3)+ 8yβ(1�β2)
N� 2β2(1�β2)� N2�2

N(1�βy) + 2
N(1+βy)��+ B0(k1+k2;0;0)

2β2

�
N(3�2βy�3y2�β4+y2β4�2β2+4y2β2)+ β

N
(8y+3β3�3y2β3)�� B0(k1� p1;0;m)�N2�2

�(1�βy)
N

� 2B0(k2� p1;0;m) (1+βy)
N+ B0(k1+k2;m;m)�1+2β2

��
1�y2

�
2N� 1

β2

�(3�2βy+2β3y�3y2�5β2+5y2β2)N+ β
N
(1�β2)(β�βy2+8y)�: (B.3)

eV
3 = q(1�y2)(1�β2)� m2

2β2C0(k1;k2;0;m;0)��(2β+3y)N+ 8β
N

�+ B0(k1+k2;0;0)
4β2

�(�2β�3y+2β2y)N+ 8β
N

�+ B0(k1� p1;0;m)�N2�2
�

β
2N(1�βy) � B0(k2� p1;0;m)β

N(1+βy) � B0(k1+k2;m;m)y
4N� 1

2β2

�
N(3β2y�3y�2β)+ β(8�βy)

N
+2β3

�
N2�2

N(1�βy) � 2
N(1+βy)���: (B.4)
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C. Virtual corrections to gg! tt̄

We list here the coefficientsAgg
V ;Cgg

V ;Dgg
V andEgg

V of Eq. (II.34), which are part of the IR-finite terms of
the one-loop corrections togg! tt̄.

Agg
V = β2D6

0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)N2ŝ
�
1�y2

�
2π

��1�βy+ 4�β2

1�βy
�2

2�β2(1�βy)2 + 2(1�β2)2(1�βy)3

�+ D6
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4πN2β2 (1+βy) �
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�+ m2C0(p1; p2;m;m;m)
N2β2

��β2(1�β2)N3�N2β2+2+ β2(1�β2)N3+(1�β2)(1+4β2+β4)N2�β6+β2�3β4�5
1�βy� (1+β2)((1�β2)2N2+β4+2β2�5)(1�βy)2 � 2(1+β2)(1�β2)2(1�βy)3

�+ B0(k1� p1;0;m)�2�N2(1+βy)�
8N2(1+βy) �� (10βy+31�9β2)N2+2βy+23�9β2+ (1�β2)(β2�5)(N2�1)

1�2βy+β2 +4
(β4�13β2+18)N2�14�β4+9β2

1�βy+ 8(1�β2)((3β2�5)N2�3β2+3)(1�βy)2 + 8(1�β2)2((1�β2)N2+β2)(1�βy)3

�+ B0(k1+k2;0;0)N2(1�y2)��2+ ��3+4β2+2β4
�

y2
�

4(1�β2y2)
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+ B0(k1+k2;m;m)
4N2(1�β2y2) n

2β2y2(1�β2)2N3+(1�y2)(2�β2y2�2β4y2)N2+4(1�y2)o+ 1
24N2β4

�(�60β4y2+23β6+36β2y2�41β4�72β2+36)N4� 3β2(9β4�43β2+4�4β2y2)N2+12β4�48β2+ 4N4(6β8�56β6+59β4+18β2�9)
1�βy� 24β4(1�β2)(4(2�β2)N4+(β4+6β2�13)N2�β4�3β2+6)(1�βy)2+ 48β4(N2�1)(1�β2)2((1�β2)N2+β2)(1�βy)3+ 12β2((2β10+17β6+3+2β8�115β2+43β4)N2+24β2�4β6+12�2β10�6β8)(3+β2)(1�βy)+ 3β4(N2�1)(1�β2)(β2�5)(N2(3+β2)�4)(3+β2)(1+β2+2βy) + 4β6

�
1�β2

�
N3Nf y2(1�β2y2) �+(y!�y): (C.1)

Cgg
V = 2D6

0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)N2m2

π

�
10�3β2

1�βy
� 6(1�β2)(1�βy)2 + 2(1�β2)2(1�βy)3+ �β3y3+2β3y�β2y2+4β2�4βy�4

1�β2

�+ D6
0(�k1; p1; p2;0;m;m;m)m2

�
2+N2(1�βy)� (1+β2)

πβ2N2(1+βy) �
8�β2

1�βy
� 6(1�β2)(1�βy)2+ 2(1�β2)2(1�βy)3 + �β5y+β4+β3y�β2y2�2β2�2βy�4

1�β4

�+ 4D6
0(p1;�k1; p2;0;0;m;m)m2

π

�� 2
1�β2 + 2β4+5

1�βy
� 2(1�β2)(2+β2)(1�βy)2 + 2(1�β2)2(1�βy)3

�+ C0(k1;k2;0;m;0)N2m2

2β4

��2(2+y2)β4+(3y2�7)β2+3� 3+6β6�14β4�7β2

1�βy� 16β4(1�β2)(1�βy)2 + 8β4(1�β2)2(1�βy)3

�+ C0(k1;�p1;0;m;m)m2

β2N2

�(β3y�βy+β2y2+2�β4)N2�2β2�2βy� (1�β4)((1+3β2)N2�3�β2)
1�βy

+ 2(1�β2)2(2N2β2�β2�1)(1�βy)2 + 8N2(1�β2)2β2(1+βy)3+ (3β6+11β2�5β4�1)N2�β2�β6�β4�1
1+βy

� 4N2(1�β2)(3+β2)β2(1+βy)2

�+ C0(p1; p2;m;m;m)m2

β2N2

�
β2(1�β2)N3+N2β2�2
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+ �β2(1�β2)N3+(3β4�β2+β6�1)N2+3+β2+3β4+β6

1�βy+ (1�β4)(N2(1�β2)�3�β2)(1�βy)2 + 2(1+β2)(1�β2)2(1�βy)3

�+ B0(k1� p1;0;m)(2�N2(1+βy))(1�β2)
8N2(1+βy) �(�9β2+11+10βy)N2�2βy�19+9β2

1�β2+ (1�β2)(N2�1)
1�2βy+β2 + 4(β2�8)(N2�1)

1�βy
+ 24(1�β2)(N2�1)(1�βy)2 � 8(1�β2)2(N2�1)(1�βy)3

�� B0(k1+k2;0;0)N2
�
1�y2

��
2+ ��3+4β2+2β4

�
y2
�

4(1�β2y2)� B0(k1+k2;m;m)
4N2(1�β2y2) �

2β2y2(1�β2)2N3+(�2� (2+5β2+2β4)y2+β2(1+2β2)y4)N2� 4
�
1+y2��+ 1�β2

24β4N2

� (60β4y2�43β4+120β2�23β6�36β2y2�36)N4

1�β2� 3β2(�9β4+31β2+4β2y2�4)N2+12β4�48β2

1�β2 + 4N4(6β6�26β4�21β2+9)
1�βy+ 12β2(4β6+13β4+54β2�3+2β8)N2�2β8�12�38β2�6β6�12β4(3+β2)(1�βy)+ 3β4(1�β2)(N2�1)(3N2+N2β2�4)(3+β2)(1+β2+2βy) + 24β4(1�β2)(N2�1)(4N2�β2�3)(1�βy)2� 48β4(1�β2)2(N2�1)2(1�βy)3 � 4β6N3Nf y2

1�β2y2

�+(y!�y): (C.2)

Dgg
V = (1�β2)�D6

0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)N2

πβ2

�
β2

1�βy
� 2

1�y2

�+ D6
0(�k1; p1; p2;0;m;m;m)(2+N2(1�βy))

πβ2N2(1+βy) �
2β2�1
1�βy

+ 1�β2(1�βy)2 � 2βy
1�y2

�� 2(1�β2)2D6
0(p1;�k1; p2;0;0;m;m)

πβ2(1�y2)(1�β2y2)2+ C0(k1;k2;0;m;0)N2

4β4

�
3(1�β2)+ (3+β2)(2β2�1)

1�βy
� 4β2

1�y

�+ C0(k1;�p1;0;m;m)
4β2N2

�(1�β2)(2N2β2+β2�4)
1�βy

� 2(1�β2)(N2�1)β2(1�βy)2� 2(2�3β2+β4)N2+β4+3β2+4
1+βy

+ 4(1�β2)N2β2(1+βy)2 �4
(1�β2)N2+2βy�2

1�y2

�+ C0(p1; p2;m;m;m)
β2N2

�
N2+β2+1

1�βy
+ 1�β2(1�βy)2 � N2+2

1�y

�
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+ B0(k1� p1;0;m)(2�N2(1+βy))
β2N2ŝ(1+βy) �

N2�β
1�y

+ N2+β
1+y

+ 2β2

1�βy
� (1+N2)β2(1�βy)2+ (1�β2)(2N2�1)β2(1�βy)3

�+ B0(k1+k2;0;0)N2

2β4ŝ

�
3�2β2+ 4β2�3

1�βy

�+ B0(k1+k2;m;m)
2β2N2ŝ

�
N2+ (1+7β2)N2+4β2+4(1�β2)(1�βy) �4

N2β2+N2+2(1�β2)(1�y)�+ 1
N2β4ŝ

��N2(3N2(1�β2)+β2)+ 4(N4�N2+2)β2

1+y� (5β2�3)N4�β2(2β4+6β2�1)N2+5β4+β6+4β2

1�βy� β4(4N4�2N2β2�3+β2)(1�βy)2 + 2β4(1�β2)(N2�1)(2N2�1)(1�βy)3

�+(y!�y)�: (C.3)

Egg
V = N2D6

0(p1; p2;�k2;0;0;0;m)
π

�
2β2�2β2y2�4βy�10�2

1+2βy+β2

β2(1�y2) � 7β2�19
1�βy� (1�β2)(9�β2)(1�βy)2 +4

(1�β2)2(1�βy)3

�+ N2D6
0(p1; p2;�k1;0;0;0;m)

π

��2β2+2β2y2+6� 5
1�β2

1+βy
+ (1�β2)2(1+βy)2 �2

1+2βy+β2

β2(1�y2) �� D6
0(�k1; p1; p2;0;m;m;m)(2+N2(1�βy))

4πβ2N2(1�βy) �
2β2�4βy�6+ (1�β2)(3β4+4β2+9)

1�βy� 4
(1�β4)(1�β2)(1�βy)2 � (1+β2)(3β4+6β2�1)

1+βy
+8

(1�β2)βy
1�y2

�+ D6
0(�k2; p1; p2;0;m;m;m)(2+N2(1+βy))

4πβ2N2(1+βy) �
2β2+4βy+2+ (3�β2)(1�β2)2(1+βy)+ (1+β2)(β6�15β4�13β2�5)(1�β2)(1�βy) +4

β(1+β)3(1�β)(1�y) �4
(1�β)3β(1+β)(1+y)�+ 2D6

0(p1;�k1; p2;0;0;m;m)
π

�
2β4+β2+9

1�βy
� (1�β2)(5+3β2)(1�βy)2 +4

(1�β2)2(1�βy)3� (1�β2)(3+2β2)
1+βy

+ (1�β2)2(1+βy)2 �2
1+2βy+β2

β2(1�y2) �� (1�β2)C0(k1;k2;0;m;0)N2

4β4

��2(3�β2)(1+βy)+ 15β6�13β2�24β4+6(1�β2)(1�βy)+ 4β4 5�β2(1�βy)2 �16β4 1�β2(1�βy)3 +β21+11β2

1+βy
�4β4 1�β2(1+βy)2 +8β2 1+2βy+β2(1�β2)(1�y2)�+ (1�β2)C0(k1;�p1;0;m;m)

2β2N2

�
N2(1+2βy+β2)�4� (2+3β2+3β4)N2�5�2β2�β4(1�βy)
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� 2(1�β2)(2+β2�3β2N2)(1�βy)2 � (1+β2)(1+3β2)N2+1�4β2�β4

1+βy+ 4β2N2(1�β2)(1+βy)2 �2
N2(1+2βy+β2)�2(1+βy)

1�y2

�+ C0(k2;�p1;0;m;m)
2β2N2

�(1�β2)(3+2βy�β2)N2+4(1�β2)�3
(1�β2)2(1�N2β2)(1+βy)� (5�3β2)(1�β2)2N2+5+2β2+9β4

1�βy
� 4β2N2(1�β2)(3+β2)(1�βy)2+ 16β2N2(1�β2)2(1�βy)3 �2

(1�β2)(1+2βy+β2)N2�2�2β(3y+3β+β2y)
1�y2

�+ C0(p1; p2;m;m;m)(1�β2)
2N2β2

�� 4(2+N2)(1+2βy+β2)(1�β2)(1�y2) + (1�β2)(3�β2)(1+βy)2� β2(1�β2)2N3�β2(1+β2)(3+β2)N2�7�3β2�5β4�β6(1�β2)(1�βy) +4
(1�β4)(1�βy)3� 5+3β4�2N2(1�β4)(1�βy)2 + (N3β2(1�β2)+(2�3β2�β4)N2�1�6β2�β4)(1+βy) �+ B0(k1� p1;0;m)(2�N2(1+βy))

4N2ŝ

�� (25�2β2+β4)N2�17�β4�6β2

1�βy+ 2(1�β2)((9+β2)N2�β2�5)(1�βy)2 + 4(1�2N2)(1�β2)2(1�βy)3 + 32(N2�1)(3+β2)(1�2βy+β2)� (�25+β4�9β2+β6)N2+1�23β2�9β4�β6(3+β2)(1+βy) +8
N2(1+βy)�β(β+y)

β2(1�y2) �+ B0(k2� p1;0;m)(2�N2(1�βy))
N2ŝ(1�βy) �

1�5N2+ (5N2�3)(1�β2)
1+βy

� N2(1�β2)2(1+βy)2+ 2
N2(1+2βy+β2)+β(β2y+2β+y)

β2(1�y2) �+ B0(k1+k2;0;0)N2

2β4ŝ

�
6(1+β2)(1�2β2)(1+βy)� (6�11β2�19β4+4β6)

1�βy� β2(1�β2)(1+4β2)
1+βy

�+ B0(k1+k2;m;m)
2β2N2ŝ

�
2N2(1+5β2)(1+βy)+ β22(1�β2)2N3� (3+5β2)N2�8(1+βy) � 8(N2β2+2+N2)(1+2βy+β2)(1�β2)(1�y2)+ (�2β2(1�β2)3N3+(2+11β2+24β4�5β6)N2+8(1+3β2))(1�β2)(1�βy) �+ 1

3ŝN2β4

�
6N2(1+βy)((3β4 +4β2�3)N2�β2�β4)+ (32β6�107β4�39β2+18)N4

1�βy
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+ 3β2(39β2+3β4+2β6�2)N2�3β2(8+27β2+10β4+β6)
1�βy� 6β4(1�β2)((β2�7)N4+(β2+9)N2�β2�3)(1�βy)2 � 12β4(1�β2)2(N2�1)(2N2�1)(1�βy)3+ (1�β2)β2N4(32β2+3)

1+βy
� 3(1�β2)β4((β2+5)(2β2+7)N2�β4�14β2�35)(3+β2)(1+βy)� 6N2β4(1�β2)2(N2�1)(1+βy)2 + 24(N4�N2+2)β2(1+β2+2βy)

1�y2+ 12β4(N2�1)(N2β2+3N2�4)(3+β2)(1�2βy+β2) � 2β5(1�β2)N3Nf y

1�β2y2

� : (C.4)

D. Helicity amplitudes for the real emission processes

In this section we give explicit results in terms of helicityamplitudes for all real emission processes
needed to compute the 2! 3 spin density matricesRi

res, i = qq̄;gg;qg; q̄g, discussed in sections III and
IV. Generically, the matricesRi

res can be obtained from

∑ jT j2 ∝ Tr
�
Ri

res(1l+ ŝt � τ)
 (1l+ ŝ̄t � τ)� ; (D.1)

where the amplitudesT are given below and the sum stands for averaging or summing over colours and
unobserved spins of the initial- or final-state particles. For the evaluation of the spin correlation observ-
ables introduced in Eq. (IV.3) one can also use the right-hand side of Eq. (IV.6).

D.1. The process gg! tt̄g

In this subsection we present the Born amplitudes for the process

g(p1)g(p2)g(p3)! t(k1)t̄(k2) (D.2)

for all possible gluon helicity, and fort andt̄ spin configurations in 4 dimensions. The gluon 4-momenta
in (D.2) are incoming, and thet; t̄ momenta are outgoing. The amplitudes for the processgg! tt̄g
can be easily obtained by crossing from the amplitudes givenbelow. It is convenient to decompose the
amplitude for (D.2) with respect to its colour structure. Performing this decomposition theT matrix
element is then of the form:

T (ggg! tt̄) = ∑fi; j;kg2P(1;2;3)(Tai Ta j Tak)ctct̄ A(pi ; p j; pk;k1;st ;k2; s̄t); (D.3)

where the sum runs over all permutations of the indicesf1;2;3g. TheTa are the generators of colour
SU(N) in the fundamental representation. The indicesai ;ct ; andct̄ label the colour of the gluons, quarks,
and antiquarks, respectively. The amplitudesA(p1; p2; p3;k1;st ;k2; s̄t) are the so-called colour-ordered
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subamplitudes. They can be computed in a very compact way by using spinor helicity methods [57,58,
59,60]. We use the following notation [57] for massless spinorsu;v of helicity�1

2:

u(p;�) = v(p;�) = jp�i;
ū(p;�) = v̄(p;�) = hp�j: (D.4)

For the spinor products we use the short-hand notation:hpi p ji = hpi �jp j+i;[pi p j ℄ = hpi + jp j�i;hpi�jp jjpk�i = hpi �jp= jjpk�i= hpi�jp j�ihp j �jpk�i; (D.5)

for p2
i = p2

j = p2
k = 0. The polarization vector of a gluon with momentumk can be written in the

4-dimensional helicity scheme as follows:

ε�µ (k;q) =� hq�jγµjk�ip
2hq�jk�i : (D.6)

The momentumq denotes a ‘massless’ (q2 = 0) reference momentum, which is otherwise arbitrary. For
a top quark with massmand spin vectorst we use the formalism of Ref. [58]:

u(k1;st) = [q1q2℄
m

jq+1 i+ jq�2 i; (D.7)

with
k1 = q1+q2; and st = (q1�q2)=m (D.8)

and

v(k2; s̄t) = [r1r2℄
m

jr+1 i� jr�2 i; (D.9)

with
k2 = r1+ r2; and s̄t = (r2� r1)=m: (D.10)

Note thatq1;q2; r1; andr2 are massless momenta with

2(q1 �q2) = 2(r1 � r2) = m2: (D.11)

We use the short-hand notationhpi�j∑
j

p jjpk�i �∑
j
hpi�jp jjpk�i: (D.12)

(If the momentum of the top or antitop quark is sandwiched between two spinors one must first de-
compose it into the sum of massless momentaq1+q2 or r1+ r2.) For specific gluon helicity states we
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obtain:

A(1�;2�;3�) = [q1r2℄hq1
+jp1+ p2+ p3jq2

+i[p1q1℄[p1p2℄[p2p3℄[p3q1℄ + [q1r2℄[p1q1℄[p2q1℄[p3q1℄�
1

4(p1 �k1)(p3 �k2)hq1
+jk2jp3

+ihhp2q2ihq1
+jk1jp1

+i�hp1p2ihq1
+jp1jq2

+ii� 1
2(p3 �k2) 1[p1p2℄hq1

+jp1+ p2jq2
+ihq1

+jk2jp3
+i+ 1

2(p1 �k1) 1[p2p3℄hhq1
+jp3+ p2jq2

+ihq1
+jk1jp1

+i+ hq1
+jp1jq2

+ihq1
+jp2+ p3jp1

+ii�; (D.13)

A(1+;2�;3�) =�1
2
hp2p3i(hr1r2i[p1r2℄hp1

+jp2+ p3jq2
+i�hq1q2i[p1q1℄hp1

+jp2+ p3jr1
+i)(m2+(k1 �k2))hp1p2i[p1p2℄[p2p3℄hr1r2i+1

4
hp1

+jk1jp2
+i(p1 �k1)hp1p2i[p1p2℄[p1p3℄� 2[p2p3℄ hq1q2ihr1r2i [p1q1℄hp1

+jp2+ p3jr1
+i+ 1(p3 �k2) hq1q2ihr1r2i [p1q1℄(hp2p3ihp3r1i[p1p3℄+ hp2r1ihp1

+jk2jp3
+i)� 1(p3 �k2)hp2q2i[p1r2℄hp1

+jk2jp3
+i� 2[p2p3℄ [p1r2℄hp1

+jp2+ p3jq2
+i�; (D.14)

A(1�;2+;3�) =�1
2
hp1p3i2([p2r2℄hq2

�jp1+ p3jp2
�ihr1r2i�hq1q2i[p2q1℄hr1

�jp1+ p3jp2
�i)hp1p2ihp2p3i[p2p3℄hr1r2i[p1p2℄(k1 �k2)+m2+1

2
hp1p3ihp1p2ihp2p3i[p2p3℄hr1r2i[p1p2℄(p1 �k1)�hp1q1ihp3q2i[p2q1℄[p2r2℄hr1r2i+hp1q2i[p2r2℄hp3

�jp1�q2jp2
�ihr1r2i+ hp3r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄hp1

�jq1+q2jp2
�i�+1

4
hp1

�jk1jp2
�i[p1p2℄hp1p2i[p2p3℄hr1r2i(p1 �k1)(p3 �k2)�hp1p3ihp3r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄[p2p3℄�hp3

�jk2jp2
�i(hp1q2i[p2r2℄hr1r2i� [p2q1℄hq1q2ihp1r1i)�; (D.15)

A(1�;2�;3+) =�1
2
hp1p2i([p3r2℄hq2

�jp1+ p2jp3
�ihr1r2i�hq1q2i[p3q1℄hr1

�jp1+ p2jp3
�i)[p2p3℄hp2p3i[p1p2℄hr1r2i(k1 �k2)+m2�1

2
hp2

�jk2jp3
�i([p3r2℄hq2

�jp1+ p2jp3
�ihr1r2i�hq1q2i[p3q1℄hr1

�jp1+ p2jp3
�i)[p1p3℄hp2p3i[p1p2℄hr1r2i[p2p3℄(p3 �k2)+1

4
hp2

�jk2jp3
�i[p1p3℄[p2p3℄hp2p3ihr1r2i(p1 �k1)(p3 �k2)([p3r2℄hp1p2ihp1q2i[p1p3℄hr1r2i+hp1

�jk1jp3
�i([p3r2℄hp2q2ihr1r2i�hp2r1ihq1q2i[p3q1℄)): (D.16)

The subamplitudes for the remaining gluon helicity configurations can be obtained by exploiting, for
example, CPT invariance. Calculating the squared amplitude in terms of colour-ordered subamplitudes,
we have:jT (ggg! tt̄)j2 = N3N2�1

N

�
∑fi; j;kg2P(1;2;3)jA(i; j;k)j2
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� 1
N2 ∑fi; j;kg2P(1;2;3)jA(i; j;k)+A(i;k; j)+A(k; i; j)j2+ N2+1

N4

����� ∑fi; j;kg2P(1;2;3)A(i; j;k)�����2�: (D.17)

The structure of (D.17) must be the same as that of theT matrix element squared of the reactionZ;γ !
tt̄ggg, which was computed in Ref. [61]. We find agreement with this result.

D.2. The process q̄q! tt̄g

Here we give the Born amplitudes for the reaction

q(p1)q̄(p2)! t(k1)t̄(k2)g(p3): (D.18)

The colour decomposition of the correspondingT matrix element is given by

T (qq̄! tt̄g) = 1
N

δq̄q(Ta)t t̄A1+ 1
N

δt t̄(Ta)q̄qA2+δq̄t̄(Ta)t qA3+δtq(Ta)q̄t̄A4; (D.19)

with q; q̄ denoting the colour indices of the massless quarks, whilet; t̄ denote the colour indices of the
top quarks. The amplitudes for the processes

qg! tt̄q; q̄g! tt̄q̄ (D.20)

can be obtained by crossing from (D.19). Using the above colour decomposition, the squared matrix
element is given byjT (qq̄! tt̄g)j2 = (N2�1)�N

�jA3j2+ jA4j2�� 1
N
(A1A�1+A2A�2+2A�1A2+2A�2A1)�; (D.21)

where we have used
A1+A2+A3+A4 = 0 (D.22)

in order to simplify the term that is subleading in the numberof colours. Using again the 4-dimensional
spinor helicity methods as in the previous section, we obtain the following results for specific helicity
configurations of the massless partons:

A1(p1
�; p2

�; p3
+) = +1

4
1(p1 � p2) 1(p3 �k1)�� 1hp1p3ihp3

+jk1jp1
+ihp1q2i[p2r2℄+ 1hp1p3i 1hr1r2ihp3

+jk1jp1
+ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄� 1hr1r2i hp1r1ihq1q2i[p2p3℄[p3q1℄�+1

4
1(p1 � p2) 1(p3 �k2)��hp1q2i[p2p3℄[p3r2℄+ 1hp1p3ihp3

+jk2jp1
+ihp1q2i[p2r2℄� 1hp1p3i 1hr1r2ihp3

+jk2jp1
+ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄�; (D.23)

A2(p1
�; p2

�; p3
+) = +1

4
1(p2 � p3) 1(k1 �k2)+m2

� 1hp1p3i 1hr1r2ihp1p2ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2p3℄[p2q1℄
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+hp1q2i[p2p3℄[p3r2℄� 1hp1p3ihp1p2ihp1q2i[p2p3℄[p2r2℄� 1hr1r2ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2p3℄[p3q1℄�; (D.24)

A3(p1
�; p2

�; p3
+) = +1

4
1(p1 � p2) 1(k1 �k2)+m2

�� hp1p2ihp1r1ihp1p3ihr1r2i hq1q2i[p2p3℄[p2q1℄�hp1q2i[p2p3℄[p3r2℄+ 1hp1p3ihp1p2ihp1q2i[p2p3℄[p2r2℄+ 1hr1r2ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2p3℄[p3q1℄�+1
4

1(p1 � p2) 1(p3 �k1)�+ 1hp1p3ihp3
+jk1jp1

+ihp1q2i[p2r2℄� 1hp1p3i 1hr1r2ihp3
+jk1jp1

+ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄+ 1hr1r2i hp1r1ihq1q2i[p2p3℄[p3q1℄�; (D.25)

A1(p1
�; p2

�; p3
�) = +1

4
1(p1 � p2) 1(p3 �k1)��hp1p3ihp3q2i[p2r2℄+ 1[p2p3℄hp2

+jk1jp3
+ihp1q2i[p2r2℄� 1[p2p3℄ 1hr1r2ihp2

+jk1jp3
+ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄�+1

4
1(p1 � p2) 1(p3 �k2)�� 1hr1r2i hp1p3ihp3r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄� 1[p2p3℄hp2

+jk2jp3
+ihp1q2i[p2r2℄+ 1[p2p3℄ 1hr1r2ihp2

+jk2jp3
+ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄�; (D.26)

A2(p1
�; p2

�; p3
�) = 1

4
1(p1 � p3) 1(k1 �k2)+m2

�� 1[p2p3℄ 1hr1r2ihp1p3ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p1p2℄[p2q1℄+hp1p3ihp3q2i[p2r2℄� 1hr1r2i hp1p3ihp3r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄+ 1[p2p3℄hp1p3ihp1q2i[p1p2℄[p2r2℄�; (D.27)

A3(p1
�; p2

�; p3
�) = 1

4
1(p1 � p2) 1(k1 �k2)+m2

�� 1[p2p3℄ 1hr1r2ihp1p3ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p1p2℄[p2q1℄� 1hr1r2ihp1p3ihp3r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄+ 1[p2p3℄hp1p3ihp1q2i[p1p2℄[p2r2℄+ hp1p3ihp3q2i[p2r2℄�+ 1
2(p1 � p2) 1

2(p3 �k1)�+ hp1p3ihp3q2i[p2r2℄� 1[p2p3℄hp2
+jk1jp3

+ihp1q2i[p2r2℄+ 1[p2p3℄ 1hr1r2ihp2
+jk1jp3

+ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄�+1
4

1(p1 � p3) 1(k1 �k2)+m2

��hp1p3ihp3q2i[p2r2℄+ 1hr1r2ihp1p3ihp3r1ihq1q2i[p2q1℄� 1[p2p3℄hp1p3ihp1q2i[p1p2℄[p2r2℄+ 1[p2p3℄ 1hr1r2i hp1p3ihp1r1ihq1q2i[p1p2℄[p2q1℄�: (D.28)

The remaining two helicity configurations can be obtained byexploiting the parity invariance of QCD.
The amplitudesA determined in this way may get an additional phase, which cancels, however, when
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calculating (D.21).

E. Fits to NLO results

In the following we give results in the form of fits for those functions discussed in Section IV that are not
given in analytic form. These fits can be used to obtain predictions at the hadron level by convoluting with
the corresponding parton distribution functions. At smallβ values, the accuracy of the fits is at the per
cent level. For largerβ values, they are less precise — but still precise enough for all phenomenological
applications. Note that because of cancellations between different contributions, the 8 digits of precision
of the parametersai are sometimes important.
For the scale-independent part in the reactiongg! tt̄X we choose an ansatz similar to that used in
Ref. [2]:

f (1)gg ;g(1)gg;a = cgg;i 7
1536π

�
12β ln(8β2)2� 366

7
β ln(8β2)+ 11

42
π2
�+ β[a1+β2(a2 ln(8β2)+a3)+a4β4 ln(8β2)+ρ2(a5 ln(ρ)+a6 ln(ρ)2)+ ρ(a7 ln(ρ)+a8 ln(ρ)2)℄+a9β5+a10β7 ln(β)+ρ3(a11ln(ρ)+a12ln(ρ)2): (E.1)

The coefficientscgg;i are determined from the behaviour for smallβ. Fitting this function to our theoret-
ical prediction, we obtain the values given in Table 8.
For the reactionqq̄! tt̄X we chose an ansatz similar to that of Ref. [2]:

f (1)qq̄ ;g(1)qq̄;a = cqq̄;i ρ
72π

h16
3

β ln(8β2)2� 82
3

β ln(8β2)� π2

6

i+ βρ[a1+β2(a2 ln(8β2)+a3)+β4(a4 ln(8β2)+a5)+ a6β6 ln(8β2)+a7 ln(ρ)+a8 ln(ρ)2℄: (E.2)

The fitted parameters are given in Table 9. For the reactionqg! tt̄X one has to consider two possibilities:
either the quark or the gluon direction of flight in thett̄-ZMS corresponds to the direction used to define
the axeŝa; b̂. In the case of the beam and off-diagonal bases, these two choices give different results at
the parton level for the contribution from hard gluon emission. We denote the scaling functions for the

first case byg(1)qg;3;4 and for the second case byg(1)gq;3;4. As fit ansatz we choose

f (1)qg ;g(1)qg(gq);a = β[β2(a1 ln(β)+a2)+β4(a3 ln(β)+a4)+ρ2(a5 ln(ρ)+a6 ln(ρ)2)+ ρ(a7 ln(ρ)+a8 ln(ρ)2)℄+β4[a9+a10ln(η)+a11ln(η)2℄+ ρ3[a12ln(ρ)+a13ln(ρ)2℄: (E.3)

The fitted values are shown in Tables 10 and 11.
¿From the analytic expressions for the leading-order results, the scaling functions determining theµ
dependence can be obtained by a simple convolution with the corresponding Altarelli–Parisi evolution
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Table 8:Fit parameters as defined in Eq. (E.1) for the functions f(1)
gg ;g(1)gg;a.

f (1)gg g(1)gg;1 g(1)gg;2 g(1)gg;3 g(1)gg;4
cgg;i 1 �3 1 �1 �1

a1 0:10981761 �0:31527984 0:10618585 �0:10654108 �0:10708321

a2 �1:0630975 �0:27483778 �0:1722542 �0:091362874 0:062373685

a3 �1:2553496 �0:98582485 0:053571485 �1:4480832 �0:31938862

a4 �9:4872673 �4:7958679 0:46063565 �1:7773284 0:34555702

a5 �3:6880817 �1:9966529 0:40949176 �1:5264395 0:038824512

a6 �5:4736051 �2:8306013 1:3268284 �1:3615869 0:052584228

a7 2:0430787 1:0567063 �0:66333002 0:12455129 �0:35180567

a8 6:8070238�10�3 �9:6117859�10�3 0:034668583 �0:082780239 �0:13230861

a9 23:269583 11:630659 �0:71127314 5:3857605 �0:46984803

a10 �0:91120803 �1:5749174 4:1212869 �2:14052 �0:4187379

a11 0:2999526 �0:32863816 0:12551445 �0:17836516 �0:21912773

a12 �5:3509101 �2:2770031 �0:66992889 �0:64180163 0:22150197

Table 9:Fit parameters as defined in Eq. (E.2) for the functions f(1)
qq̄ ;g(1)qq̄;a.

f (1)qq̄ g(1)gq̄;1 g(1)qq̄;2 g(1)qq̄;3 g(1)qq̄;4
cqq̄;i 1 1 �1=3 1 1

a1 0:18272533 0:18271262 �0:061287765 0:18253142 0:18262171

a2 0:18635401 0:18719675 0:015656292 0:1756192 0:18665363

a3 �0:16337335 �0:15894226 �0:07245742 �0:17432802 �0:14086689

a4 0:26381224 0:27417865 �0:089475628 0:22222852 0:27777792

a5 �0:76180191 �0:78525268 0:21303639 �0:6620887 �0:78622279

a6 �0:030248112 �0:034023724 0:020746502 �0:021337505 �0:033873638

a7 0:012349472 0:013843671 �0:022717427 0:014090792 0:030078002

a8 7:7073036�10�3 7:85052�10�3 �8:1364483�10�3 5:9573824�10�3 8:8545826�10�3
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Table 10:Fit parameters as defined in Eq. (E.3) for the functions f(1)
qg ;g(1)qg;1;2.

f (1)qg g(1)qg;1 g(1)qg;2
a1 0:01532878 �7:5038708�10�3 2:1881981�10�3

a2 �0:45170812 �0:29554484 0:23254702

a3 �0:1287014 �0:048548285 0:022275599

a4 0:52370186 0:30790838 �0:23459259

a5 �0:26811216 �0:15956101 0:12225428

a6 0:022340876 0:018846548 �0:017627

a7 �0:19533856 �0:14177144 0:11350417

a8 �0:054689213 �0:02584021 0:021535027

a9 �0:045358797 �0:013097499 1:5210124�10�3

a10 �7:7692908�10�4 1:3753108�10�3 �1:5369012�10�3

a11 5:6252092�10�5 �8:811281�10�5 9:6359945�10�5

a12 �8:8107179�10�5 �5:0153667�10�5 2:1289443�10�5

a13 �0:03501338 �0:013967759 7:2211643�10�3

Table 11:Fit parameters as defined in Eq. (E.3) for the functions g(1)
qg;3;4 g(1)gq;3;4 discussed in the text.

g(1)qg;3 g(1)qg;4 g(1)gq;3 g(1)gq;4
a1 1:8239099�10�3 2:0186389�10�3 1:6574875�10�3 1:8413674�10�3

a2 0:011452419 �0:025864066 �0:25682763 �0:26685522

a3 �0:015540536 �0:022761156 �0:019640631 �0:025869178

a4 �6:5191297�10�3 0:031656197 0:25770922 0:2732

a5 0:012121019 �7:5126124�10�3 �0:13514839 �0:13361839

a6 �4:8820211�10�3 �3:8773834�10�3 0:024057235 0:018832676

a7 �2:9631254�10�3 �0:021304475 �0:12327878 �0:13543713

a8 �6:6094881�10�3 �0:010139352 �0:018603959 �0:025245484

a9 �3:8199452�10�3 �4:3853099�10�3 �4:0261913�10�3 �6:6003001�10�3

a10 1:8172768�10�3 1:8737765�10�3 1:065926�10�3 9:7391848�10�4

a11 �1:0969205�10�4 �1:1280442�10�4 �5:9556692�10�5 �5:5377984�10�5

a12 �2:2922513�10�5 �2:6895291�10�5 �2:100388�10�5 �2:4470893�10�5

a13 �2:8989325�10�3 �5:9168202�10�3 �4:9177402�10�3 �6:3797473�10�3
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kernels, see Eq. (IV.34). In most cases the convolution integrals can be done analytically. For the
remaining functions we use as ansatz for the processgg! tt̄X:

g̃(1)gg;3;4 = a1+a2β+a3β2+a4β3+a5β4+a6β ln(β)+a7β2 ln(β)+a8β ln(β)2+a9β2 ln(β)2+ a10β3 ln(β)+a11β3 ln(β)2+a12ρ ln(ρ)+a13ρ2 ln(ρ)+a14ρ ln(ρ)2+a15ρ2 ln(ρ)2+a16βρ ln(ρ): (E.4)

The fitted values for the two functions ˜g(1)gg;3;4 are given in Table 12.
For the scale-dependent part in the reactionqg! tt̄X we use

g̃(1)qg;3;4 = g̃(1)gq;3;4 = β(β2(a1 ln(β)+a2)+β4(a3 ln(β)+a4)+ρ2(a5 ln(ρ)+a6 ln(ρ)2)+ ρ(a7 ln(ρ)+a8 ln(ρ)2))+β4a9+β4a10ln(η)+β4a11ln(η)2+ ρ3(a12ln(ρ)+a13 ln(ρ)2)+a14β ln(η)+a15β3 ln(η)+a16β ln(η)2+ a17β3 ln(η)2+a18βρ ln(η)+a19β3ρ ln(η)+a20βρ ln(η)2: (E.5)

The fitted values for the two functions ˜g(1)gq;3;4 are shown in Table 13.
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Table 12:Fit parameters as defined in Eq. (E.4) for the two functionsg̃(1)gg;3;4.

g̃(1)gg;3 g̃(1)gg;4
a1 3:600512�10�4 9:8339551�10�4

a2 �0:89103071 �2:1615978

a3 4:1432564 �2:4383759

a4 �5:652246 �1:7863628

a5 2:396262 6:3822522

a6 �0:26139117 �0:7174869

a7 0:55643278 �4:634966

a8 �0:029004255 �0:076074349

a9 0:44754783 0:26832936

a10 �0:39236517 �8:4049829

a11 �0:52419439 1:3153541

a12 1:9909471 7:6847524

a13 �0:8099637 �2:9175181

a14 0:013395378 0:023018999

a15 0:031263952 0:035390606

a16 �1:9746581 �7:5775663
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Table 13:Fit parameters as defined in Eq. (E.5) for the two functionsg̃(1)gq;3;4.

g̃(1)gq;3 g̃(1)gq;4
a1 0:016955545 �2:7829949�10�3

a2 0:057599714 0:03597281

a3 0:012017294 1:5756308�10�3

a4 �0:061168008 �0:043921612

a5 0:025443918 0:023078656

a6 �2:4972922�10�3 �2:5244529�10�3

a7 0:019870969 0:019474128

a8 5:0330984�10�3 4:949093�10�3

a9 2:216736�10�3 7:0180624�10�3

a10 7:7028477�10�3 �1:6586156�10�3

a11 �1:8013666�10�4 1:1083146�10�4

a12 3:666881�10�5 �3:7800956�10�5

a13 1:7202878�10�3 1:3536538�10�3

a14 �4:2292913�10�6 2:2933896�10�6

a15 �7:5513607�10�3 1:7188112�10�3

a16 8:349152�10�7 8:6710055�10�7

a17 1:6975408�10�4 �1:1585369�10�4

a18 4:1704783�10�6 �2:2181371�10�6

a19 1:645701�10�3 �1:7941491�10�3

a20 �8:3995838�10�7 �8:6053362�10�7
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